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CSA.PTER I 
INTRODUCTION
The Je», ’’preeoelous, Intellectually passionate, iaca- 
pable of moral oOTipromise— almost seoundral or almost saint—  
given to dreams and schémas of world betterment, ehooked with 
inhibitions, anxieties, uncertainties. . with his unique
historiesl experienee, with his special significance in the 
development of human thought, with his Inheritance of suffer­
ing, physical defeat and moral victory, is readily stuff for 
the modern epic.
Justification for looking upon the Jew as a well-defined 
historical and epic personality lies in the assumption that 
"the pwuliar character and experiences of a particular peo­
ple will be summed up in a unique vision of the multiform 
w o r l d , This vision will depend upon spiritual foundation 
and upon the spirit. The foundation was laid long ago:
Judaism took on its definite character at the middle or the 
close of the 5th century B.C., wWn the idea of religious in-
5dependence w&s substituted for that of political independence. 
The ancient Jewish theocracy was permeated by an intense
I'r"'"l.udwig lewisohml ' Israel' {Mew' ŸorE.' 19BëV.''p. 5^56,
2. Ludwig Lewisohn, "Levi versus Smith", in The Saturday Re­
view of Literature, March 9, 1929, pp. 752-753.
S. ’Jews", Encyclopedia Britanniea, Vol. 13, pp. 42-55, 14th 
Edition.
••g-
âeosoeraey of spirit, by a sense of election,^ by the spirit 
of inner mity.® This spirit persisted in the Dispersion; 
the Jew *beeame a nation npon terms new in the history of 
mankind. # . (they had) no oonntry# no mlers, no instrument 
of war."^ % e  position has had its own neonliar dangers, es- 
peeially minif est during the middle ages: "That terrible
milleninm of resistance not only more than decimated the Jew­
ish people ; it also enfeebled them. Dry Talmndical hair­
splitting alternated with febrile Messianic hope. . . .  No 
health came to the soul of the Jewish people until . . . a-
Hrose the Chassidio teaching of ^stical onion with God,"
Historic experience M s  brought the Jew to the convic­
tion that appeal to force settles nothing and that moral and 
Intellectual values are the great values in life; experience 
has kept him, too, from breaking away from the world of real­
ity, as has the Christian world, for example, under the im­
petus of chivalry and asceticism.® Jews have remained a na­
tion by dint of a combination of unshakable practicality and 
devotion to an idea.
The so-called Jewish problem than, from the world-stand- 
polnt, lies in the paradox of the existence of an international
§. Ludwig lewlsokn. Cities enè'MenI (New York and London.19&7), p. 201.
Ô* Ludwig Lewisohn, Israel, p. SI.
?. Ibid.. p. 33.
8. Ludwig Lewisohn, "Levi versus Smith".
«#s-
oatiOR, although in some ways the solidarity of that nation 
is obviously no more aetnal than that of others^ "The ex­
tremes of soonomie eoasenmtion and eeonoaic radiealism have 
coexisted within Jewry, the extremes of nationalism end In­
ternationalism. There is the division between last sod West, 
between the assimila tionlst end anti -assimila tionist, between 
orthodox and reformed, above all, between the passionate ad­
herents of the lands and polities of their residence and po­
litical allegiance.*^
But for the Jew himself the problem has in addition a 
more personal side. Lewisohn calls it "this problem of the 
Jew*8 relation both to the world and to himself,**® It is 
from this point of view that Jakob Wassermann, speaking from 
the basis of the historic and inner kinship and inner alli­
ance of the Jew with much of German civilization, most often 
records the results of imaginative contemplation.
The faet that Wasseraann is. a Jew appears at first 
glance to be nothing short of an open invitation to give 
this writer’s Jewish characters special attention. It is on­
ly as the reward of intense and loving effort to understand 
these characters and the work to which they belong that a 
second, and real, invitation accrues. The nature of this
9. Lewisohn, Israel, p. 346.10. Ibid.. p. 45.
aâialesion to an author's mind Is not easily explicablej the 
nature of the Invitation must be Inferred from the manner in 
which It Is accepted. Second thought has hesitated before 
the consideration that the procedure of leveling a crude 
microscope at a Jewish writer's Jewish characters just be­
cause he Is a Jew may very well result in false emplwtsis, dis­
tortion, foreshortening. However Inseparably private self 
and literary self may work together In the remote fastnesses 
of artistic personality, it Is not for the reader to attempt, 
at the seme time, a study of any special ccmpoment of a smn's 
creative woi^ and a summarizing fusion of his personal char­
acter and his creative Imagination, unless, indeed, that 
special component proves to be a fusing power, a weldlng- 
flams.
The writer who is entitled to make "we" the subject of 
his sentence adds verb and modifiers with a subtle suggestion 
of authority. But the authority Is apt to be more a matter 
of suggestion than of anything else; the suggestion may easi­
ly be from and to emotional prepossession. What he says will 
be, after all, a product not of scientific but of artistic 
limglnation. His truths will be artistic truths, that is-—  
and the definition is of course personal and tentative-— the 
findings of one who is a sort of sociologist and psychologist 
not more than by the grace of God; they will be recorded In
«►5».
plastie foim. It is therefore less appropriate to ask eon- 
eeraiag sueh an artist, "Being permitted to nse the first 
plural, has he spoken truly?" than it is to ask, "Being per­
mitted to speak in the first person plural, has he so spoken? 
Has be spoken in aeeord with his own approach to truth with­
out prejudice to other approaches?" The specific problem 
here under oonslderatlon is that of the final significance of 
the Jewish characters in Wassermann* s fiction.
The term "German Jew", according to Wasseraann himself, 
is a newer yet successful atteint to amalgamate "... zwei 
Begriffe, die auch dem Unbefangenen Ausblick auf Fdlle von 
MisverstSndnlssem, Tragik, Widersprüchen, Hader und Leiden 
ei^ffnen."^^ To be bom a German Jew is to inherit a prob­
lematical relationship to the human aspects of environment ; 
and an Inner conflict. The German Jew will hardly escape a 
sense of uncertainty and Insecurity; false assumptions on 
the part of others may at any moment confuse him in the ex­
pression even of love of home, love of country, love of work, 
love of humanity.
Tbs starting-point of Vlassermann’s development must, of 
course, be sought in #e inborn strength of those very feel- 
ings in him and in his desire "Eunde zu geben. "12 That he
'ii.“ î akob fassermaan. Mein Weg"' aïs' 'beu^scher' ''und Jû e.
(Berlin, 1922), p. 7.
12. Ibid.. p. 23.
obos# a ûlraotlon that led him away from the Jews toward the 
Germsma is the result of a uhlvarsallty aad an idealism la- 
harent la his genius. P w  la as as he spsaks, in his 
novels, not as an iadivldual hat as one of the artieaiate 
volaas of the human world, it is to the whole world of a na- 
tion tlmt he must speak If he is to be truly heard. "Dm 
(sueh a writer as Wassermann) geht as urn sin ganses, um das 
voile, breite, tlefe, Erkllngen elner Welt,"^
Bine years ago he published a small autobiographieal 
wolume^^ In whleh he wdertook to erplaln, to the world and 
to himself, the nature of this Inner eonfliot. That it was 
a struggle for adjustment, that adjustment eould only mean 
aeoeptanee of a oertaln subtle injustice In the national 
mind, that an inner victory eould only be wrung from the in­
ner ea«^ by means of idea, philosophy, Weltanschauung, Is 
obvious. "Es verlangt ml oh", he says, "Aaschaimag zu geben.
Even in his early youth Wassermam: felt no deep and ex­
clusive spiritual Identity with the Jewish commmlty; in the 
last analysis he was like many others a Jew In name only, a 
Jew chiefly by virtue of the attitude of his Christian an- 
vlrommemt, its hostility, its emphasis on a hypothetical 
foreign character of the Jews, its polite refusal to accept
is. Oo. Cit.. p. 80.    ... ........... ... '........
14.15. Ibid. p. 7
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them as equals. la spite of an outward leveliag of distlae- 
tloae, he eould never get rid of the feeling that he was* at 
best, a guest. Yet the deepest demand of his nature was: 
not to be a gimst, to belong, to lose himself in the fullness 
of human life. These are the two poles of Waseermanm's beiiag, 
his Jewish birth, and his effort to be aeknowledged as a Ger­
man too.
He oame in oontaot with tW full strength and meaning
of the German antisemitle feeling for the first time during
his military servioe. Hla deseriptlon is bitter, as it might
well be; the Immediate result for him was a sort of paralysis
of the soelal side of his nature:
"*Dieser Hass, " he says, "hat ZQge des Aberglau- bens ebenso wie der freiwilligen Verblendung, der 
D&aonenfurcht wie der pfâffisehen Terstoektheit, der 
Bankdne des Benaohteiligten, Betrogenen ebenso wie 
der thiwissenheit, der Idge und Gewissenlosigkeit wie 
der berechtigten Abwehr, affenhafter Bosheit wie des 
religidsen Panatlsmus. Gier und Meugler sind in ihm, 
Blutdursti Angst verfdhrt, verlookt zu warden, Lust 
am Gehelmnis und Miedrigkeit der SelbstelnseMtzung.
Er 1st in soleher Verqulokung und Hintergrdndigkelt sin besonderes deutsehes Phftic^n. Is 1st ein deutsoher Hass*
Jeder redlioh und sioh aehtende Jude muss, wean 
Ihn guerst dieser Glfthauoh anweht und er sioh ttber dessen Besohaffenheit klar zu warden versueht, in 
naehhaltige Bestûrzuag geratea*"^®
The problem became broader and plainer as he grew into 
his mission-— for so he considers it— as writer. "Ich rang 
urn meine eigene Seele und um die Seele der deutsohen Welt."l?
16. Mein Weg als Deutsoher und Jude, p. S9.
17. Ibid.. p. 74.
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m  seine eigene Seele nad nm die Seele der denteehen w@lt.*l? 
The German world would not immediately yield up its soul, 
not to a Jew, But, althou^ Wassermann might have lost his 
own soul in such a struggle, humanly or artistically, he did 
lose neither himself nor M s  purpose. Out of the inner con­
flict came his first literary theme, the Ahasvérus motif, 
which **, « • vom Passion der Juden klagt, dieser heimat- und 
reohtlosen Gemelnsshaft, die nlcht lehen, nicht eterben kann—  
der Baarelt verhasst und zugleieh unentbehr 11 chi"18 f'jtom. the 
outward conflict, the struggle to maintain his work against 
unjust criticism, against deliberate blindness and voluntary 
deafness, there emerged the mature writer, with suffering 
humanity as his theme, fen years after Die Juden von 21m- 
dorf. Wasseraann published Caspar Hauser, with Its secondary 
title "Oder die Trdghsit des Herzens." The conflict was not 
over; but to the observer the outcome must seem, in retro­
spect, a foregone conclusion; the author who has set himself 
to speak for the human heart against the world must ultimate- 
ly stand above problem and question. Wassermann does write.
In fact, la 1925:
"lazwlschen 1st mlr das alias zu gerlng, zu kleln geworden. . . . . . . . . . . . .
17. Op. cit.. p. 74.
18. Welter üoldstein, Wassermann / Sein Eampf im Wahrheit. 
(Berlin, 1929), p.'Wl
Ieh habe mleh ein ganzes Lebea lang mit âiesem Problem hemmgeaehlmgen, es von alien Selten 
betraehtet, von alien Selten dnrohleuohtet, habe 
seine Qnalea nnd Verstrleknngen bis an die Grenzen 
des Ertragbaren erlltten* die sozlalen, die psychls- ehen, die blntaSissigen, die gelstigen Fimdemente 
nad Znsammenh&nge ©rforseht, habe smletzt nooh in 
einem dffentlichen Befeenntais eiae Engehorigkeit 
festgestellt, die zu komstatleren loh mieh mehr eus 
âussem, ans Stolz und Anstandsgrttnden* als aus la- 
aei^a verpfliehtet fand— um sehllessllch die Eat- 
deekung zu maehen, dass ieh eigentlieh im letzten und tiefstea Sinne das Opfer eines Aberglaubens war.
Is kam naeh und naoh die bestimte Erkemitnis eines 
grossen Irrtums dber ml eh; es kam naoh und naoh so, 
dass alle diese starren, bdsea, hiademdea, glftlgea 
Vorurteile wie Krusten von mir abfielen, und loh sah, dass dieses Judensein, wie es in der allgemelnen Auf- 
fassung bestead, fur mieh kelne Gdltlgkeit mehr hatte. 
Wohlverstandea, dieser Vorgang betrlfft aussehliess- 
lich und allein meine eigene Person; ob er auf mloh 
selbst besehr&nkt blelben Oder Folgen haben wird, ob 
er einmalig und isoliert oder der Begin und Anstoss 
elner Waadlung ûberhatmt, dass weiss loh nloht, inter- 
essiert mloh auch vorlauflg nloht; jedenfalls 1st es 
so, Gad es 1st nloht etwa eine billige Lossehreu- 
buag und versweifelte Ausrede; wollte loh den %ber- aus aohmerzliahen Prozess in alien seinen Phasen 
BGhlldom, so brauohte loh dazu ein ganzes Buoh. *
♦ . Muss ieh betonen, dass das nloht das mlndeste 
mit Assimllationsgelhsten zu tun hat? Ich will ja 
aieht in eine andere Gestalt aehl&pfen Oder mir 
eine andere ZugetArigkelt erreden oder erkaufen; loh 
will blelben, was loh bin, und warden, wozu ieh bestlmmt ward. . . .  Is hat dieses ganze Gerede 
uber *die' Juden, 'die* Deutsohen* keinen Sinn und 
Zweck. . . .  Ich kenne nor Mensohen. Ich weiss 
aur von ©inzelnen Mensohen."1®
To say that the question no longer arises la any person­
al sense for Jakob Wassermann is certainly not to say that he 
considers it answered for all Jews and for all Germans. It
19. Wassermann, "Zwei Brief an einen deutsehen Philosophen," 
in Lebensdienst. (Leipzig, 1928), pp. 167-171.
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is answered for hlm only by the consideration that the excep­
tion breaks the rule, and that he can feel himself to be, in 
a measure, an exception, a Jewish German instead of a German 
Jew. Wassermeuan does not defend the Jews on all scores; his 
position is perMps as problematical frcaa their standpoint as 
it is from the purely German one. Yet he must regard himself 
as "zogehhrlg^ as long as the insult of the present German 
anti semi tic feeling lasts, as long as accusations fail to 
distinguish between the guilty and the innocent.^®
*ls 1st die Tragik im Daseln des JMen, ” he says, "dass 
er Bfei Ge^hle in seiner Seele elnlgt; das Gefdhl des 7or- 
rangs imd das GefShl der Brandmarkung. . . . und es 1st der 
tiefste, schwierigste und wichtigste Tell des jûdischen 
Problems."^ Perhaps the most subtle and pervasive reason 
for the persistence of the German attitude is a certain sim­
ilarity between German and Jew. That is: there have been
in the histories of both peoples centuries of political dis­
union and lack of a national focal point, centuries of for­
eign oppression made endurable by the hope of victory and 
union. Both have endured misunderstanding, suspicion, hos­
tility, and jealousy, from outside, and both have suffered
50. "bĵ fener Brief an ^en Herausgeber einer Monatsschrlft 
fur Kulturelle Emeuerungen, " ibid.. pp. 157-159.
51. Mein Weg als Peutacher und Jude, p. 54.
“UL—
from the latemal eonfliot of irreeonellahle traite of ohar- 
aeter, practicality and drcmminece, the tendencies toward 
speculation in the highest and lowest senses of the word; 
from the influence of too many formulas and too little form; 
and finally» both cherish a dogmatic belief in themselves as 
chosen peoples.
The Jews, like any other nation, are guilty of chauvi- 
nlsm;2S they are often servile when they should be proud, and 
push themselves when modesty would be more appropriate; they 
are rationalists and opportunists, inspired by a will to un­
veil the mysteries of life; and plunderers, determined to 
seize upon whatever they can; some of them are religious fan­
atics.^ But it is not just to blame a whole people as such 
for the sins of individuals or groups; and it not wholly the 
fault of the Jews that they have not been completely assimil­
ated.^ The history of the middle ages and later offers 
proof of this. ”ls blieb aber dieser herrllchen Jetztzeit 
vorbehalten, einer Genossenschaft, die ursprdngllch von frem- 
der Art sein mag, blutmâssig Oder religlonsgeschichtlich, 
die Sussere ZugehBrigkeit zu Sprache, Landschaft und Volkstum 
trotz viele Male bewiesener Zugehbrigkeit absusprechen."̂
2̂ .' kein"#eg als 'PeutscWr und Ĵ ude. p. '120.
23. "bffeaer Brief." in lebensdienst. p. 156.24. Mein Weg als Deutsoher und Jude, pp. 103-105.
25. **Offener Brief.” in Lebensdienit. p. 158.
26. '’Zwei Briefe, ” Lebensdiensi, p. 162.
“2.2—
The Jews zmy be the Jaeobins of the period^ bat they are 
also the gaardians of valuable tradition;27 they have true 
enthusiasm for art and true understanding for it, a longing 
for the creative that springs from a longing for the Crea­
tor;^ "* * , Sind es doeh gerade die edlen Juden heute, die 
Allerstillsten freilieh, da und dort im Lande, in denen die 
ehristliehe Idee und chrlstliche Art in krlstallner Relnheit 
ausgepr&gt 1st, ein VerwandlungsplAnomen frellieh, das in die 
Zukunft deutet."^®
The "European" Jew is out off from the past, from tradi­
tion, patriotism end religion. He is an individualist; he 
desires to be so out off; yet he feels the insecurity of his 
position, his life is a precariously sustained pose. Be is 
the victim of his own detached personality, convulsive, rest­
less, desirous. The modem Jew tries to destroy all ftmda- 
mentals, all fomdations, because he is himself without foun­
dation. lor him is *. . . Verrat eine Wollust, Wdrdelosig- 
keit ein Schauok, Temeinung ein Ziel. . . . glauben sie 
bloss an das Prends, das Andere, das Anderssein.
The Jew, on the other hand, whom Wassermann calls sym­
bolically the "Oriental", the legitimate heir, is sure of
27, Mein Weg als Deutsoher und Jude. p. 118.
89. Î H I .. 121-122.50. "Der Jude als Orientale", in Lebensdienst. p. 176.
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Mmself, of hmmnlty end the world. He cannot lose himself, 
because a noble oonsclousness of race binds him to the past, 
and an enormous responsibility to hhe future. He is not 
sectarian, not a particular 1st, not a fanatic, for he pos­
sesses within himself what the others seek outside. He takes 
his part in the forward mowing life of peoples with freedom 
and devotion.
"Er 1st frel, und jene sind Knechte. Er 1st wahr, und jene Idgen. Er kmnmt seine Quelles, er wohmt 
bel den Mdttem, er ruht m d  schafft, jene sind 
die ewig wandemden Hnwaadelbaren.
Er 1st, in soleher Vollkommenheit gesehen, 
Tlelleieht mehr eiae Idee als eine Erscheinimg.
Doch sind es nicht die Ideen, dureh welohe dl^ Erscheinungen hervorgebracht warden? Jede men- 
schliche Wirkli<Akelt 1st das Erzeugals einer Idee, 
und die bloss# Ahnung des Sternes, der dber dem 
Smpf des Bationallsffius leuehtet, 1st wirklicher 
als das behagllohe Quaken des Prosehes in seiner mtte."51
The individual, to Waesermann, is a link in a chain, 
something very like a means to an end. The Individual has 
significance only as he remains in line, founding himself on 
racial and social inheritance. Nature, in the course of gen­
erations, brings forth a complete individual of the strain, 
one capable of leadership. Types are perhaps the ideas 
toward which nature works, and when some of them are realized, 
the process begins again with these new individuals. There 
might thus be said to be atom-lndividuals, each capable of
31. "Per Jude als OrientaleIn lebensdienst. p. 177.
#"14:—
striving toward an Ideal of eomplete imnhood, and Idea-ln- 
dlTidnals striving toward an ideal of coi^lete man&lnd.
Sneh an IndlTidnal is AMsverus, the Wandering Jew. The 
end of his |onmey is absorption into tw eoneeptlon hn#an 
being; bnt in the meantime he has many faees, even many ex­
pressions on many faees; end his wandering continues.
This study of the Jewish characters in Wassermann* s 
novels and stories Is not, of course, a study of the "Jewish 
question" as such. It is a literary theme that has been 
studied, a matter of epic and drama. Its final meanings are 
above all poetic meanings; "race", "blood", are a^stical 
terrm with Wassermann. Nevertheless, there is a profound 
agreement between what he has had to say on the subject in 
essay form, of which much has just been quoted, and what he 
has said as a novelist. The difference is one of depth sound­
ings; on the one hand lucidity, conciseness, on the other a 
sheer unfathomable intensity.
It has occaslohally been thought necessary, in what fol­
lows, to include a short synopsis of story-action; but it 
stould be remembered, both that a synposis conveys nothing of 
what makes a story what it is, and that with Wassermann plot 
is never an end in itself. If it seems sometimes less-than 
life-like, it is through a process of intensifying and purify­
ing that leaves behind only what is in a sense legendary,
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mythieal; if it seems more-than-lifalike, it is beeanee his
parpos© is not reproduction, but presentation. In this 
sense, his work appears to be one long parable, and that is 
perMps its essential quality.
Althongh the Jewish characters here described have nec­
essarily been taken ont of their settings, eometlmes ©empiéta- 
ly, am attempt has been made not to destroy this quality of 
presentation* They, the Jewish characters— and it should 
be noted, certainly, that there are after all comparatively 
few of them In the dramatis personae of fassermann’s epic—  
have been loosely classified. The types are not finally 
distinct, they are not always mutually exclusive, that is, 
they are Intended only as a way of framing a picture.
52.' Blojgraphloal motel Earl"'''j'â ob'Ws8e'tèmnn 'was born hkroS 
10, 1875, at FQrth* His father was consistently unsuc­cessful, first as a small merchant, then as the owner of a small factory, and finally as an insurance writer. His mother died when be was nine years old; a stepmother was 
uns;pttpathetic. Wassermann showed his talent at an early age, but received quite the opposite of encouragement 
from his family and friends. After leaving school he was sent to an uncle In Vienna as an apprentice in busi­ness. Be was not a success; with an ambition to study, and counting on his uncle's support, he fled to a friend In Mdnehen. The allowance from his uncle, however, was 
insufficient, and was later withdrawn; Wassermann was forced to return to his father. A "second chance" in Vienna ended in catastrophe; Wassermann was next sent to 
get his military service out of the way. The effect was not, as the family coimcil had hoped, to cure him of the 
foolish aWbitlon to write. He lost a clerical position 
because of his Jewish birth, and went on foot to Join 
another friend in Zhrlch. Necessity again drove him 
home. After a period of the blackest discouragement, he
.16.
beùema saeretary to Irast vom folzogoa, who gare his en- 
thttsiastle support to the yommg author. With Thomms 
Mama, Wassermaa took part ia the fouadiag of ’’Siapllzis- 
SMus*̂ , im 1895. In 1896, the pablieation of Die Juâea 
▼on broa^t him early fame. Two years later hemoved to Vienna, where, in 1900, he married Julie Speyer, 
the daughter of a wealthy manufaeturer. Els seoond wife, 
Marta Karlweis, is the daughter of a Viennese poet. Since 
1919 Wassermana^s residence has been Alt-Aussee in Aus­
tria.
WassejMiffls's hooks, with the date of first publica­
tion, follow:
Hovels and short stories: Die Juden von Zlmdorf:
Die Schaffnerln. 1897; Die Qeschlchte her luhgen RenateWuoEsT i#îbOi Per Moloeh. 1(̂ 02i'iSg : * Alexander In '"ëahÿfia. 1905
Caspar Hauser oier'PiMasken Hrwln Eelner'ae Trigheit
Per 'Neigekmss te Munà.: M e  SchwesteA Ï906 : 
des llerzeas, 19#: Die 
ëoldeae Spiegel. 1911;1910; Par . , , _ _ .
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II. Sabbatai aewl and Die Judea von Zlradorf.
The theme of Wassermann*s first successful novel is spe- 
elflcally Jewish, He saya of hla purpose la writing It: "Als 
ich im Alter van drelundzwanzlg Jahren * Die Juden von Zirn- 
dorf sohrleb, griff ieh ©Inserseits zurhck in UrbestSnde, 
Ahnenbestande^ In laythos und légende eines Volkes, als dessen 
Sprossling ich mieh zu betraohten hatte, und wollte ander- 
seits auch das Gegenwartlge, das werdende Leben dieses Volkes 
In einem mystlsohen, sehr verelnfachtem, sehr zusammeafassen- 
den Sinn gestalten. Realen Boden fur beldes gab air die Land- 
so6iaft die mieh hervorgebracht, die franklsche Heimat," Yet 
even in this avowedly Jewish story, the curtain rises on the 
whole Imaginative world of Wassermann*s creation; the funda­
mental thematic and individual patterns are here in outline.
He is the more entitled to picture the Jewish community in 
that he cannot do so without speaking for the suffering heart 
of humanity. Walter Goldstein comments: "Die Juden van Ztm-
dorf sind die Ouverture zu allem Kommenden, geformt aus des
Moist©rs Grundmelodlen, die er erst in spateren Werken zur
3 4Entfaltung bringt"; Julie Wassermann-Speyer, with sympathe­
tic insight: "Sin klelnes Weltbild die Tragodie des Getto und
seine Menschen als die Resonanz eines Inbrunstlgen Seelenzu- 
standes; Wassermanns Stellung zum Juden turn, zur Kultur, zum
33. Mein Weg als Deutsoher und Jude, p. 72.
34. Goldstein, op. cit., p. 61
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Glauben-. und ̂ rlBaungegedanken. 2e 1st keln Mlsston, wenn 
manches nnr angedeutet, ahnungsvoll, unklar blelbt. War 1st 
Sabbatai Zewl? Der Vol&ufer Gudstlkkers oder Agathons? lat 
er die Syn%ese bolder, das Symbol der Juden?
Sabbatai Zevl. the prologue. Is the story of the foun­
ding of Zlmdorf. It goes baok to that strange 17th oentury 
shen men fought bloody ears for freedom of oonsoienoe, and 
bellered in cz^de material mlraoles; Tvhen the spirit of free­
dom moved, restless and Inarticulate, cm a rising wind, and 
the peasant eowered under taxes and the Jews In their ghetto; 
^ e n  mystery, superstition, and faith were simple comnmnpla- 
oes. The first paragraph of the prologue strikes a note that 
Is fundamental in Wassermann*a attitude toward t e  posltlcm 
of the Jews, posits, that Is, a half mystical, half natural 
bond between the land and Its lidiabitants:
*G%6ohllch schwebt die Zelt hln hber die lAnder und 
hber die Gesohlechter, wenn sle auch sthdte zer- 
trltt und W&lder zerstampft und neue St&dte und neue 
Wâlder hlnwlrft mit glelchghltlger Geb&rde, so ver- 
maoh sle doeh dem helmetllohen Boden nlameils seine 
llebllohkelt zu rauben oder seine Rauhelt, kurz jene 
Gestalt und jenes Antlltz, womlt die Eelmat Ihren 
Sohn erfhllt. In dam sie Ihn glelehsam als Ihr 31gen- 
tum In Anspruch nlmmt und Ihm auf d@a Weg seines Le- 
bens die Worte Ins Herz s&t: aus melnem Ton blst dugemacht.'*̂
àë’. jiiïie iWasseimaim-ëpeyefWasseiaanh 'und sein lerk, 
(Vienna, 1925) p. 57,
36* "Sabbatai Zewi"* la Frsnkische Zrzdhlungen. (Berlin. 
1925), p. 9
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Near PÛrth, there tçm&Ts a ml#itY pile of stones, and 
It was said that the Swedes had built It up there as a monu­
ment to their victories, a stone for every plundered house. 
Among these stones was a block of granite from a Jawidi toaû», 
with an ineoriptlon in strange foreign lettws. The Cbrls- 
tlans left this stone undisturbed because of their supersti­
tious dread of Jews and Jewish things; for the Jews* although 
they suffered under the knowledge that in sueh a place the 
soul of the deed men could never find rest. It had become a 
symbolic guarantee of preiwnt outward peace. With its strange 
language end its beautiful carving, it stood as a symbol too,
of something noble and far distant in their history.
On the evening of a falr-day In October, seventeen years
after the gr%t peace, an old man stood long In oonten^latlon 
before this Jewish inscription; then he turned toward the com­
mon, and made his way among the booths and the merrymakers.
His eyes wandered restlessly. ”Ss waren Judenaugen, voll 
Hast und voll Unfrleden, voll von unbest immten Flehen, von 
elner gedrdckten Innlgkelt, bald in Leldenschaft flackernd, 
bald in Sohwermut alle Glut verllarend, die Augen des gehetz- 
ten Tleres, das angstvoll und kraftlos die Slicks dean Verfol-
ger zuwendet oder in behender Sehnsucht hlnausstarrt in das
57ferae Land der Frelhelt." He spoke to a girl who was sing­
ing in a sort of play, and his communication frightened her.
At the sight of the old man a hostile murmur went quickly
37, "Sabbatai Zewi". Pr&nkisohe BrzRhlungen. p. 13
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from mouth to mouth, and a name, AhasTerus. But Saehartas
Harr strode amoved through the dark streets to the temple
of the Jeva, "Kelne frledliche Stlmmung herrschte In diesem
Raua. Jeder schlen seinen Gott fttr sich zu dienen, 
und hisweilen entstand ein unbestiamter Lftna, In dem 
sioh eine sohrelende oder kelfende Stlmme abhob.JSln 
dmpfer HShlengeruoh erf511 te das Gotteshaus; es roeh 
naeh altem Leder, naoh alten Gewandern, naoh Rauoh und 
naoh faulem Holz. Kinder standen umher und glotzten 
mit stumpfsinniger Andaoht in Bdoher mit gebraunten 
Bl&ttem. Der Raum glloh einem unterlrdisoben Gemaeh 
fSr TerschwSrer, elner Buaeerklause fur Asketen; nichts 
van Lebensfreude und nichts .von Gottesfreude war hier 
zu finden. Die liehter qualmten, und wer aus freier 
Luft hereinkam, glaubte alsbald in eine sohwdl-qualmen- 
de Sohlucht zu verslaken.h 38
At the e%id of the service, Zacharias I3arr spoke to the
worshippers, at first softly and casually, but when he had
caught their attention, with fiery, cunning words:
"Der Zorn des Harm 1st entbrannt wider sein Volk, und 
er streokt seine Hand aus und schligt es, so dass die 
Barge erzittem und ibre Leichen wie Kehrtcht auf den 
Strassen liegen. Haben sie ims nicht besohuldigt: Ihr 
verglftet unsere Brunnen? Haben sie nicht unsere Brdder 
hingesehlachtet zu Taueenden? Haben sie nicht geschrian: 
ihr nehmt das Blut unserar Kinder zum Opfer beim Passah- 
feste? Ihr nehmt das Blut und brancht es fur sure schwan- 
geren Welber? Haben sie uns nloht ausgewiesen aus ihren 
Stfidten und unsere GHter geraubt? Müssen wir nicht 
vogelfrel dahinwandem, und viele finden keine Hfttte, 
wie Kain, der seinen Brader erschlug? Haben sie uns nloht 
auf 8 Rad gefloohten und den Henkerm ins Land preisgege- 
ben wie krankes Vieh? Nlcht uneere Kinder verbrannt, 
nloht unsere Weiber gesoh&ndet# und als die Pest ]ka&. 
nicht schllmmer unter uns gewfftet, denn die Pest?" 39
But now, he continues, the hand of the Lord shall be
38, "§®bbatal_ :uewl̂ % in Frsnkisohe Brzahlungen, p. 17 
59 . "Ibid.TcP. 17-18
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lifted to puûisîi the heathen and the oppressor; His promises 
to His people shall be fulfilled, for a prophet has arisen in 
asyma, Sabbatai Zewi, To him has been given knowledge of all 
secreta and mysteries; he performs wonder upon wonder; joy­
fully the Jews of Asia Elinor aoolaim him. A feast has been 
prepared for him at Salonika; in the presence of friends he 
has celebrated his union with Thora$ the daughter of heaven. 
For he is the true I’essiah, and the kingdom of heaven is 
near.
This» the first direct message from the prophet, was 
like a trumpet call in the ears of the Jews of Furth. They
were so practiced in resignation end in the dull courage of 
hopelessness, that a great hope was to them like the shock of 
an unknown terror. They trembled; little by little a frenzy 
came upon them. There came to them daily rumors of new con­
versions and of the setting out of other Jewish commuziltles
i»-1to join Sabbatai Zewi; there occurred signs and wonders. The 
Jew Wassertrüdlnger at Piirth saw, on the Sabbath evening, a 
huge spreading firs in the Northern sky. A crowd gathered 
silently on the shores of the rivers; Christians and Jews 
stood shoulder to shoulder, watching with the same fear, with 
the same mystic awe. In the night a stoimwind tore away the 
cross from the Catholic church. When they went in the mor­
ning to pray, the Jews found Sabbatai's initials in golden 
letters over the door of the synagogue. A voice announced
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to one Maier Nathan that his laughter was to beeoae the vir­
gin mother of a bride for the prophet. In the honaeg the 
Jews light burned all night; young glrle danced half naked 
In the streets; boys aat in groups In the doorways singing 
psalms and hymns to the Messiah. Indoors, old iien studied 
the Cabbala with attentive reverence. On Seraplon Friday, 
after nightfall, the family of %ie beautiful Joseph appear­
ed by the Swedenstein, and four young men carried away his car­
ved granite t<mbstone. J'any men, women, and children accompa­
nied them* When they reached the Jewish gzraveyard, the girl 
Zlrle, who had sung and danced at the fair, appeared to them 
like a {ÿiost and proclaimed herself Sabbatai*s chosen bride.
Her dead father, she told them, had spoken to her in a vision, 
Zacharies Narr called upon the people to follow her; and 
Maier Nathan hung his head over his daugliter^s disgrace and 
the end of his own brief Importance.
At the news that the Jews of Frankfort, Worms, and Mainz 
were making reedy for the journey back to Zion, eicltsment
reached a pitch that could only be compared to one long-con-
%tinned ecstasy of worship. Those of Furth too be^n to make 
preparations. They bought huge wagons, horses, donkeys and 
ozen, and stripped their houses of everything portable; Sa­
muel Ermreuther had his sons take the roof from the house, so 
that nothing of his should be left for the hated Gojlm. At 
Itzlg Ganshenkers many young girls sewed on wag)n covers and 
traveling gorments, singing as they worked. Hour after hour
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prooeaslons of strange poor Jews moved through the main 
street; In their enthuslams they stopped only long enough 
to say a prayer.
The departure was to take place on Saturday, the Twenty- 
elgth of November, long before dawn, the oommunlty had ga­
thered for the last time in the synagogue. %he holy scroll 
was carried out by the elders, and the men followed It In 
prayer. The lights were put out, the door was locked and 
the great key burled In a secret place. Behind many doors In 
many empty houses, there was a sound of weeping In farewell 
to the place of oppression and soom.
After three hours of travel, the badly disordered cara- 
van reached the forest a quarter of a mile away,
"Es war abend. Dleke Pfutzen yon geganwasser standen 
In Hohlungen des Wages, die Rader fdWen hlneln und 
Wasser sprltzte hoch auf. Erstaunlich war es, dass 
noch kelner an elne Ruckkehr dachte, da dooh nur Pel- 
nlgungen und Muhsale zu erwarten standen. Sie bllck- 
ten unersohuttert In die mysterlosen Welten, und es 
war elne dumpfe Ergebung, die hlnauswandeln hless, ver- 
stummt vor dem unh&rbaren Gebot elnes Huters In der 
Eerne. Wuhlten Zwelfel In ihrer Seele? Waren sle zu 
mude, mit ihren Zwelfeln sich abzuflnden? Zu stoisch 
Oder zu sklavlsch, den Wlllen der Idee zu breohan? Zu 
felge, urn sloh blosszustellen durch Ahnungen? Sin ge- 
duldlger Fatalismus war uber sie gekœnmen." 40
It had grown dark. Suddenly trumpet signals sounded
from the four sides of the wood. All the wagons stopped, for
everyone knew what was coming; there fell a very real silence
of death. Then riders of the Nürnberg soldiery appeared In
40, "Sabbatal Zewl, In Franklsohe Erzahlungen. p. 66
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a elaarlng; the city would not permit so mnoh wealth to be 
taken out of Its territory. A musket shot rang out, and the 
old Rabbi llieser sank to the ground to mingle his blood with 
the rain. The Jews met the attack with whatever came to hand, 
kitchen utensils, an Iron staff, a bridle rein, stones, these 
things against the weapons of practiced soldiers. With their 
ridiculous bludgeons the Jews ran against their enemies, and 
feared neither death nor wounds. They neither saw nor heard 
any reality, but shouted aloud in Hebrew. Yet it seemed as 
if the end must have come when suddenly there arose a cry of 
”Flrel” Zacharies Harr had set fire to the forest, and at­
tackers and attacked fled from this new destroyer.
During the night Rahel, Maier Nathan's daughter, gave 
birth to a boy. She held the infant In her arms, and felt 
that her love for the Christian who had helped her to trick 
her people with a false annunciation,the love that had lain 
like a dead thing in her heart, was alive again.
In the morning, with proper ceremony, the Jews buried 
their dead, and set out again on their journey. The sum was 
shining; they made swifter pr<%ress than on the day before. 
% e n  those in the main caravan saw the vanguard, in a valley 
below them, halt. %es8 had met a party of the Jews who bad 
just been expelled from Vienna, and the strangers brought 
news of Sabbatai Zewl*a conversion to Islam. To a U  these 
people, the prophet’s betr%al was "mehr als der Tod, schreok-
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lloher ale dar Tod, etwaa daa die gauze Ealtloal^elt des 
Lebeaa In grellem Blitz zelgta^ Die Jnden alnd eln atarkea 
imd etSrrleohes Volk; dooh slnd ale nur groaa, wenn eln wenlg 
Gellngen bel Ihnen wÆnt und ale slnd nloht longe groaa, denn 
ale breehen leloht In dem Srataunen uber Ihre elgene Gr8aae. 
Auoh Sabbatai Zewl war eln Jude, Tlelleloht das klarate Blld 
dea Juden, eln Sttok Judenaohlokaal.'* ^
of the people went back to ?3rth; a few famlllea 
joined the Viennese In the founding of a new settlement there 
In the walley* They oalled the village Zlonsdorf to oocmemo"' 
rate a lost hope; Christian settlers ohanged the name to 
Zlmdorf, Maler %ithan died mad idien the ohlld announoed as 
the prophètes bride proved to be a boy; Zlrle and Zaoharlas 
Barr disappeared forever; everything beoame legend. The pro­
logue ends with a passage that bridges over the years Into the 
present:
''Geeehleoht euf Ceschleoht erstand und verbl&ite, und 
elne neue Zelt kam. Und das Kœmende war Immer grosser, 
fre^r und vollendeter als das Vergangene, und d w  Jude, 
anfanglloh nur Eneoht, wert genug, den Fusstrltt des 
A»elgelaunten Harm zu mipfangen, tat seine Au^?^ auf 
und erspShte die Sohwachen und erriet die Gehelmnlsse 
dieses Herm. Da griff er alsbald mit selnen SRnden 
hlneln In die hhsohlnerle der Vdlker und Ihrer Gerlehte 
und Ihrer Krlege und oft verrlohtete er ungesehen kal- 
serllehe Dlnge, wenn die Monarohen sohllefen und die 
Minister sohwaoh waren. Sabbatai wurde eln Moslem, man­
che sagen sum Soheln. Der Jude wurde eln Eulturmensoh 
und manche sagen zum Soheln. Manche sagen, der Verderber 
und der Verfdhrer sltze Im Ihm und er verstdnde die 
Bdhne dleser Welt besser als Ihre Erbauer. Dies 1st 
sicher: sin Sehauspieler oder eln sarer Measch; der
41. "Sabbatai Zewl", In Fraakische Sra&hlungen. p. 74
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Soîî«nlieit fttilg imd âoeh h&sslloh; l%»tern vmà asketisch; 
eln Soharlatan oder èin Wttrfelspieler, eln Fanatiker oder 
eln feiger Skleve, ailes das 1st der Jnde. Hat lîm die 
We%t dazu gmaeht, die GeseMchte, der âcteerz oder der 
Frfolgt Gott alleln welss es. Tor den bMêken tut eleh 
eln uaemessllches Blld auf, denn das Wesep elnes Volkee 
1st wle das Wesen elner elnzelnen Person: sein Chorekter 1st sein Scîiioksal.”12
The prologue la legendllke; It la permeated by the qua­
lities of dlatenoe and mystery that belong to the symbols of 
poetry and religion; Its figures, Illuminated In outline, ap- 
pear and disappear at those crucial and simple moments that 
gather meaning In story rather than In history. The hero, 
in the tragic sense, is, not an Individual but a whole people 
— or rather the indomitable, humble under necessity, passionate 
and visionary spirit of that people. Or again, the individual 
figures stand out only as the bearers of torches, here and 
there, in a procession that moves through the dusk of past 
centuries toward a far off present. Yet they are human beings, 
and touched 1th Imaginative fire.
Zacharlaa Harr is half visionary, half charlatan. He is 
a clever orator, an actor who knows how to seize the moment 
and make it serve, but he uses these gifts in pursuance of a 
fanatical and relentless purpose. He is a poet who Imprisons 
and crushes his own inspiration. Verses written and destroy­
ed in hostile secrecy and haste, express against his will an
42, "Sabbatai Zewl", In Frecklsehe 2rz&hlungen. p. 75
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afflrmatlon of material mature agaluat limaterlal good; he 
la oaj^ble of proolalmlng a prophet and doubting the eila- 
tenoa of God.
The girl Zirle playa her part In a sort of l^motle ^ranee, 
Ear soul la both paralyzed by the i^ook of the peraeeutlone 
she haa wltnesaed In childhood* and inflamed by her mlealon* 
the miaalon Imposed upon her by Zaoharlaa Earr. She la eon- 
aurnad by a secret longing; suffering, patient and lovely; 
yet there la stubborn violence in her, too. She inspires 
sympathetic pain because of an effect of aoul-nakednesa; but 
there la . . etnas llstlgea in Ihrem Sclmsrz, und etnas 
Begehrliches In Ihren klagenden Aui^n."*
Rahel*a la a practical, sensual nature. She has cunning, 
and a physical sort of loyalty to her lover. Yet Rehel la 
the first of ^assermann*8 people to seek escape from the pri­
son of racial inheritance. With her, dislllusloiment means 
not so m u ^  the loss of something actual, but a imralyzing 
loss of dreaias; she feels herself cast out, condemed to en­
dure alone slmme, oppression, restleasnesa, hcmwleasneas. She 
lives in fear. In a dark inner aorld, until the birth of her 
chUd, with the child, there comes to her a calm, deep, 
natural satisfaction, ennobling because it la natural.
Maler Nathan— a lamentable Shylock?— has t#c preoccupa­
tions, In the midst of the general hysteria, fear for his mo-
'̂ aWhatai Zewi. p. ^
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ney an& fear f w  hie daughter. But he Is kind to her, even 
under the dlsappolntmaat of having to take seeond place when 
Zlrle appears, and bellevee In her aa long ae he oan. Des­
pair drives him mad. He is not equal to the destruotlon of 
hope; his eswntlal kindliness makes him unable to find an 
outlet in anger.
The legend Is simple: The Je*a of Furth, having set
out to join the followers of the Prophet In a triumphal re­
turn to Jeru%lsm, learn tlmt he has betrayed them all, and 
found Instead a new village on German soil. Within this 
simplicity, however, there appear certain workings of racial 
character ai&d racial fate. The eenturlea of i^rseoutlon and 
oppression are there; the Jew has so long been shut Into his 
ghetto %at the ayes of hla spirit have atroidiled; he clings 
tenaciously to his jealous, fanatic, ritualistic God. At 
the same time he has the superstitious and credulous mind of 
the times. Permitted or forbidden, willing or stiffly re­
sistant, ha Is at least psurtlally submerged In his surroun­
dings; the current Is pulling him away from the Bast. Sabba­
tai* a defection is no chance event, but profoundly character­
istic, profoundly meant. It Is not meant that the Jew should 
go back: because time, by whatever means, has made him ^tha
Jew"; It is meant that he should found new settlements In the 
country where he abides.
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Sabbatai Zewl is legend and pro^Aieoy» Die Juden von Zlrn- 
dorf Is life and proiÆieey# "Hie foregroimd lies no lM%er In 
the shadow of the passage of time, but stands olearly and Im­
mediately Tlalble, and In It the sepaiate figures move with 
meaning as Individuals and as types* It might be said that 
the th^ie Is no longer simply "the Jew", but has justified It* 
self artlstloally euid become "some Jews"* To furnish a basis 
for the attempt to understand ^ese Jews, as marked IndlTl-" 
duals of a marked people within a nation, the story Is brief­
ly rei^ated:
The setting Is the same village of Zlmdorf in the sim­
mer of 1885, the oentral figure a boy of eighteen, Agathon 
Geyar. Agathon Is Wassermann*# MesalBmlo ohar&etar. Some 
power In him, developed under the Impetus of his fiery sym­
pathy, touches the lives of others directly, without Inter­
mediary speech or action. At the beginning of the story Aga­
thon finds himself In literal and figurative conflict with 
the threatening person of the Innkeeper, 8%rlch Sperling, to 
whom his father owes money that he cannot pay* 85rich Sperling
Is a personified antithesis to the Jewish character, Ihe "Hr-
44blld dee Germanen", a child of natum, "wild, stols, unbe- 
s&bmbar, kelnem Vemunftgrund der )?elt zul&ngllsh"*^ In a
44. "Die Juden von Zlmdorf". Frftnklsohe Sirz&hlungen. p.89
45. k"bia.. U. 35
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manner never ezplloitly stated, peiiiaps aotually, parhapm 
only by willing It, Agathon eauaes the Innkeeper's death.
In the purity and stre%%th of his soul guilt is transfomed 
to innooenoe; he feels himself lifted up and set free. "Mir 
let's", he says, "als ob mit Sdrioh Sperling die ganze ohrlst- 
llohe Religion gestorben *&re, oder vlelleloht nur der bdee 
Gelst in dlesem Tblk . . . ."^^But Agathon soon progresses 
spiritually from a desire to ohampion his own people to a 
perception of the fundamental human sin, the unwillingness 
of the human heart to share Itself, "die Tr&ghelt dee Herzens", 
He sees his cousin Jeanette lowengard leave her heme to be- 
eome a dancer, make a valiant attempt, that is, to esoape 
from the helplessness of her people and sei, and sees her 
throw herself away. In the end, in a love that has the dignity 
of a lost cause. He learns that he is the son of his mother's 
Christian lover, end that her life has been one long heroio 
aot of abnegation. He sees the patriarchal figure of his 
grandfather sink under the burden of years and undeserved 
misfortune; the degradation of his favorite teaoher Bojesen, 
Who has dared to go against the prescribed ritual of his pro­
fession; sees his father dying under the sheer weight of life. 
"Ich bin keln Jude mehr und such kein Christ , . , . says
Agathon. Power comes to him. He gathers around him the boys
46. m id, p. 210
47, Juden von Zlmdorf". p. 210
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from the Jewish orphan’s home, and brings li^t into their 
dark lires; his touch saves his mother when she lies at the 
point of death.
An old man named Bel dewin Sstrich has spent his life and 
his fortune trying to make gold. It is not cupidity that in­
spires him, but a great desire, like Agathon’s desire, to 
increase the sum of human happiness. At last, by an accident, 
the old man succeeds, and goes out into the slums of the town 
to distribute all the money he has left. He meet#,.not gra­
titude, but a perfect frenzy of greed. A riot starts; a mob 
of paupers and criminals tramplbs the old man under foot. 
Fleeing from the military police, the crowd takes refuge in 
a church. As the pursuers reach the portals, Agathon appears 
suddenly in their path, and by sheer force of personality 
holds them in check. Unnoticed, a terrific storm has come 
up; listening strikes the cathedral tower, which bursts in­
to flame. Agathon’a voice rises above the confusion in a
48sort of confession of faith, "Lasst si© brennen, die ElrchaI”
He leads the panic-stricken refugees out to safety, and es­
capes to the forest. After he has slept the clock around 
there, he returns to the city, at night, tired and hungry
and penniless, but full of exaltation and eagerness for life.
He is taken in by his cousin Jeanette, who has just come back
48% "bi# Juden von Zlmdorf^. p. i43
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baok from Paris with the strange purpose of devoting her life 
to dancing for the king* Jeanette has been disillusioned;she 
gives herself to Agathon la the hope of freeing herself from 
the unspoken coaaaand of his example by making him share her 
disillusionment. But Agathon keeps his faith in the natural 
world as good.
He returns to Zlmdorf, and disoovers that a young Jewish 
girl, Monika Oliphant, haa been betray^ and deserted by his
half-brother, the writer Stefan Qudatikker. Confronting Gud- 
atlkker, Agathon finds himself helpless, for Gudatikker is
"die Lige" In person. To prove to Agathon how trivial is his 
own sin, Gudatikker takes him through all the low dives of 
the city, shows him unsuspected depths and dregs of life; 
and Agathon, despairing, goes to seek Bojesen, whom he res­
pected. He finds disillusionment; Bojesen*a love for Jeanette 
and the loss of his position have ruined him body and soul.
But Bojesen gives Agathon a letter from Jeanette calling him 
to her aid.
Agathon travels to the capital, and finds that Jeanette 
has seen the king. She has seen him at the very moment of 
his madness and deposition, "loh werde mein Lebelang dieee 
St unde nicht ver gesse n, Agathon", she says, "und wenn ich so 
alt wurde, wle die Srde sell st. Als ich hlneln trat in den 
Seal, der von Licht und Gold atrahlte, wusste ich, dass meins
—33"»
Seele dleeem Mann miwldemd'lloh engeW&re* nnd k&este Im Ge^ 
dkuaken die gehelmnlevolle Band dee Sohiekeale* die mloh zu 
D m  gef&rt. loh woeste^ dase ich f w  llm sterbea k&snte and 
eterben edrde imd sterbea aAeete imd daee Sterben nlehte be- 
deute gegendber dem Gldek, eeine Sklafln za eeln."^^^
A^tboa has a vleioa. He eeee the king, i?ho hae been 
drlTea mad by his limbllity to live oat hie klngahip aa he 
dream# it^ To Agathon, the oaaee of the king eeeme to be the 
oaaae of the people agalaat aajaet force, of good a^i&st evil. 
Jeanette looke into hie eye#, see# the vlelon there, and raehe# 
aeay; and Agathon does not try to hold her back. After a long 
joamey on foot to a village neear the oaetle to ehloh the king 
ha# been taken, he stlre ap the peasants to make an attempt 
to reseae the royal prisoner. It is too late; the king*# body 
has been found in the lake. Them Agathon, weary and hopeless, 
passe# the open window of a ro<m idiere two children are play­
ing alone, and his faith in a future for humanity revive#.
There is hope for a new generation as long a# ehlldlikeness 
remains in the world.
Agathon goes back to Zlmdorf, marries Monika, and settles 
down to earn %&elr living by cultivating his father's land.
He has learned patience,
49% I)ie '%den von Zirndorf"p,"'8ë3
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Z%e»ptli%g Gedalja, J<wmette*8 old grandfathar, i»ho be- 
longa to the past— one mig)it almost say to the biblical past; 
azceptlhg Enwh Pohl, the father of A^tbon's mother, another 
Shyloak, bat this time a strong and bitter one, pious and 
merciless. Inaccessible to any other emotion than that of the 
longing for gold, completaly fearless (yet A^thon thinks of 
him; " . , * as #Gur, als ob die bemigstlgende Stlmmnmg von ihm 
ausfldsse."^^); ezceptlng Agathon himself, v W  belongs to the 
future, m d  moves throu{^ the story as the embodiment of an 
Idem, - a being Intense and lmi»rsooal, uncompromising partici­
pator and onlooker idio gives himself, the characters in *Die 
Juden von Zimdorf" live in the ah&do# of fear. They are, us­
ing the word in Wassermann's special sense. Incomplete, That 
is to say that they are cut off from a complete and unified 
taking part in life, are incapable of fulfilling themselves. 
This is as true of the two Christiana Oudstlkker and Boje­
sen as it is of the Jews. Gudatikker, however, belongs to
51the categcry which Wassermann calls **Judenohrlst" , and Bo­
jesen is in a sense poisoned by the seeping into the stream 
of his life of Jewish pain. It is not so much the gathering 
together of human weaknesses mid fears and unsatisfied long­
ings that achieves, in this novel, a legend of the Jewish
50 hie j^ud^ von Zirndorf. p..'@1
51. See below, chapter 7. p. 58
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heart, as it is the pointing of those weaknesses, fears anâ
longings to their soelal oauses.
Fear, not endden and temporary, bnt like a foreknow-
lege of a quality of exlstenee, shows Itself at its simplest
in the pathetic figure of old lAmelohen Erdmann:
"Da ging U&melohen Scdmna, eln klelnea altes J&dohen, 
Toruber und sein ESpfohen waekelte betr&ht bln m d  her. 
snrich Sperling rief, es soil# zu lîm kommen. Und als 
L&aelohen sich furohtaam ana dem Staube maohen wollte, 
ging Surieh Sperling bin und zog es bel den Ohren zu 
seiner freppe. Er stlerte dem Kleiaen lange in die Au­
ges, und eeln Mund begann zu licheln. ♦Hia 1st bin*, 
aagw er und machte mit dem Arm else unbestimmte weite 
Gebarde. *Ich bin eln Mann, mit dams die Welt verdorben 
hat* Wenn ich elnes Judes seh, koeht mein Blut. Ich 
kana die Juden riechen, wle der Husd das Wild. Schmied 
komm mal ruber, leg den Kerl da unter deinen Aaboss* .
Der Schmied trat ins Prole und niokte sirlch Sperling 
freundlich zu, der den Kopf des liael^en niederzog, 
dass das M&nnchen zu sohrelen anfiag.®*
An old and imconsclous fear has laid its hand heavily,
too, upon the boy Serna Helmut, Agathon*s adoring shadow.
"Fluchtiges und zeitloses, Dasein und sterben slnd sohon hier
verbunden, verslnnbildllcht in der Knabenfigur. "53ga suffers
all the pain around him, and he is self-contained; only by
his death does he betray the Icy terror with which he shrinks
from a confused and insecure world, Serna cannot live after
Agathon goes away.
Gedalja says to Elkan Gayer: "Elkan, du dauerst mich aach.
Hast dich abgesohunden*a gauge Leben, hast gesamnelt en ubrlgen
52, Die Juden yon Zl rndorf. p. 8955. siefmund Bing. Jakoh Wassermann. Weg und Werk des Dichters, 
WaraVerg, p.lW-------  — ^--------------------
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Heller fur die Kinder un jetz is es weg. Du bist der
bests Mensch, den ich kenn, aber Mark haste kaans in die Kno- 
chen. Da sitzte jetz un starrst. Zu was?"54 jf Elkan is "von 
flackernde Lebensangst bedrankt",^^ it is not the fear of 
living but a definite state of fear imposed upon him by life 
itself. He fears Surioh Sperling's power to make him a home­
less pauper; a greater fear for Agathon*s safety gives him the 
courage to challenge Surich Sperling. But he is destroyed by 
a deeper-lying dread. Sincere in his Jewish faith and in his 
hatred of Christianity, Elkan takes the status of the Jews 
with resignation, and out of that resignation he learns to 
fear his son Agathon, With an understanding that has the 
force of premonition, he dreads the far-reaching implications 
of Agathon*s plan for life. His children's money gone, his 
father-in-law arrested for usury, Agathon lost-— Elkan Geyer's 
fear is like Serna's, a synomym for death.
Jeanette Lowengard was driven to revolt by two things: 
the imminence of an "arranged" marriage, and the inadequacy 
of the man she had chosen for herself, Eduard Nieberding. 
Niberding is one of those Jews who, despairing in the face 
of Christian hostility, have lost themselves completely, cut 
themselves off from their foundations. His philosophy of life
R4-. Die J‘eden von Zirndorf. p. 157 
55. Bing, op,cit. p. 108
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is a morbid one; hla ideals are chaste love, enjoyment of pain, 
beauty without eeneuous appeal. Bojesen’s statement that there 
is no bond between German and Jew arouses Nieberding to passion­
ate and despairing protest; but there is in reality no bond be­
tween him and others except his ancestral sense of guilt. Bo­
jesen* s analysis is an accusation:
”Ss llegt in der Zelt . . . . all dies Mystische und 
SchW&chllch#, das fiber uns gekommen 1st wle elne 
Kranîcheit, daee wir nicht mehr wisaen was Kraft oder 
RcAhelt Oder Wahrhafte Scham oder Dhnatur let . . .
Ihr Volk 1st es, das uns dies Gesoheixk gemacht hat,
Ihr arbeitsames, Intelligentes, state an Extremen 
bauendes Volk. Sle lieben nicht das Weib, sondem 
sie lieben die Liebe, nicht die Selbetbetraehtung 
und Selbstverrollkmminung, sondem das Qualeri- 
sche, Zerstôrende, Smledrigende, alias, was sie 
gum Martyrer macht . . . .  Flagellanten, unsere 
Flagellanten, und der Gott, vor dem sie sich gelsseln,
1st das wohlbekemnte Ich, dies Ihrase von der In- 
dividualit&t • . • • Die Juden slnd schuld . . . .
Nicht jena alts Juden, die noch fromm slnd . . .  
die sogenannten moderne Juden, die vollgezogen 
Sind mit dem ganzen Gelst und der Uberkultur dee 
Jahrhunderts • . . die mit ihrer msnsohliohen Ihm- 
terkeit und geistigen Scharfe eln Pseudochristentim 
aufriohten mit Gefbhlekasteiung. . * . ** 56
And Nieberding* s answer is an appeal for mercy, "Haven’t
we paid enough? Suffered enough?”
Nieberding gives Jeanette up so that his own feeling shall 
be purely spiritual; to desire her ^ould be to descend to a
"56% Sfe Juden von '"^irn^orP"p. "1*70
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lesser level of Imre; yet he wants her to marry another mam 
so that she will seem more desirable, and his reannciation 
more slgnlfleant. To Jeanette all this is nothing more than 
personal treachery. She is not afraid of life; she is rather 
hannted by the fear of missing It, driven to extremes by the 
fear of missing the tangible, sensuous, artistic meanings of 
things. If there is any secret shrinking in her it is from 
what she cannot ignore in herself of racial eearlneea.
Monika Oliphant is the sister, born two hundred years 
later, of Rahel, lW.er ]%athan*8 daughter— **20 echelnt, ala 
ob Charaktere oder Seelen uber Jahrhunderte hlnweg in elner 
neuen Kette von Irscheinmgen und Iroignissen zu Meueaa Dasein 
erwachen mûssen. Es 1st dam gleiohgultig, ob dleser Wieder- 
gekahrte Thomas Peter Summel oder Stefan Gudstikker helset.*̂ ®'̂
Frau Jette, Agathon*s mother, is like a person who strug­
gles with an invisible and constricting power, and is not strong 
enou#i to free her Imprisoned self for defense. Life lies upon 
her more like a crushing weight than an actual fear; she has 
the courage of those who eire hopeless. Like Monika and Rahel, 
she has given her love, once, to some one "druben, bel den 
Anderen” ®̂, but she has stayed with her people.
57. Die JMen von Zlmdorf. p. 263
58. Per Fall Mauritius, p. 333
There are in Die Juden von Zlmâorf two characters,— two 
aspeets of the Jewish ohar&eter,— that appear la snoh typical 
ccmpleteness noWhere elae in Waaswrnann^s novels# the patrl* 
archal figure of Gedal^, ai^ the Pharisaical one of the poor 
gnest for the ni^t at Zlkan*s*
Qedalja Is "elne wun&erbare Mlschung von Weiahelt and
Vereagtbeit# hellsiohtlger Oelsteaklarhelt, verzwaifelter le*
59beneblttemls and imbengsamer lebenamnt'*, **Die Erfahmng 
eines alten TOlbea# erfallt von schmerz und. elner nzmachahm- 
li(Aer Aomit# echt wle eln Tolkslied, geheimnisvoll wle eln 
Brunnen* sprlcht ana selnen Worten and verleiht «*iner Gestalt 
elx&e fast alttestamentariecha Grosse.''*^ Gedalja has on in­
nate mnaprehenelon of true values in himan relationship; to 
him sei is a thing natural and ri^t# and lore something more 
than sei, religion a reality# name and family and race a res­
ponsibility. He sees how vain is Jeanette's effort at self- 
assertion, cmd has sympathy and tolwance for Agathon's interest 
in Christlemlty. 5e is ninety years old; physical hardship 
can bend and break his body; but it is betrayal emd injustice 
that taste most bitter in his mouth. % e n  he is quite broken, 
the theme of his wandering talk has still a sort of logic, is
 Wasseraaaa-Speyer. oo.clt.. p."  ̂ '
Ô0-. Blag." OP. cit. p, 50
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a atnmlng mp of the résulta of havlixg ilTed; *»• . * leh kena 
die Welt, loh kenn se ia- imd auseemdlg kezm leh se, oben im un-
tea keaa leh se, hlatem and Toam kenn leh
The stranger gaest— they give him food and shelter as a 
matter of coarse— Is a stickler for religious observance; he 
attaches importance to every letter of the lav. Be is bitter 
and resentful, unpleasant, hostile because he feels Inferior, 
and he likes to prophesy vengeance for the oppression of the 
Jews. He is, briefly, the antithesis to Gedalja, a man for 
whom the old faith has meant a stiffening Into lifelessness.
"Fluster starrte er vor sich hia, als ob er in eln Grab s©hau­
te. Had er schaute la ©la Grab. Er selbst hatte es gegraben 
mit selnesgleichen, urn darla alias zu versoharrea, das frel 
und schBn 1st, Das uageaohtwt batete er die Worte der Schrlft: 
'Gedanke uaser, o Harr, zum Laban, der du Wohlgefalien hast 
am Leben*
Like Its prologue. Die Judea von Zirndorf is legend after 
all; it is the present of less than fifty years ago seen through 
the eyes of the future; indeed, this quality of more-then-pres­
ent significance belongs to most of Wassermann♦© work. In Sab­
batai Zewl the Jew was literally and physically set apart, con-
'iïm M e  ̂ uéen von zirndorf . p. ÉÉë
62. M e  ' j'uAen voh girndorj^. p. 209
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fined to the gjietto and forced to wear a badge; and hi# attempt 
to escape Is literal and physical too; In Die Juden von Zlmdorf 
the getting apart has became a gplritual aot of force and the 
badge la figurative. Two qualities stand out: stole resigna­
tion and hope of freedom. Bou%^ with a chain forged from one 
or both of these substances, pure or alloyed, Wassermann*a Jews 
struggle with the angel.
*•42“
I I I .  Ruth H offïaaan.
It has been said that the Jew, la the world of Wasser- 
Diana's epic, wears many expressions on many faces; it is e- 
qually true that one sees there the same emotions on faces 
remote from each other in time emd space. There is a Jew 
whose suffering has been physical, at least external, #io 
has remained untroubled within himself. In his face there 
is fortitude and stubbornness, a strange tenacity of pride 
and hope (for it is still courageous to admit fear when 
there is no hope of ©scape); fortitude and resignation are 
in his face; he has maintained himself throu#i the ages.
Alexander occupied the palace of the ancient kings of 
Babylon, and his soldiers rioted in the city. Twelve thou- 
semd men, slaves and prisoners and free laborers, Syrians, 
Bactrians, Egyptians and Hebrews, had been set at work clear­
ing away the ruins of the temple of Marduk, Twice the Jews 
sent their elders to Alexander to beg for their sacred day 
of rest. They proved by the ancient writings that their God, 
the mightiest of all Gods, had himself rested on the sabbath 
from the labor of creating the world in six days. The state­
ment was met by jeers from those around Alexander; only the 
Chaldeans, in the face of the general mirth, ventured the
admission that the Jewish god, although not all-powerful, was 
believed to exist as a tributary deity to the great Gods of 
Babylon.
The pleading of the Jews was in vain. They came for the 
third time. When they had spoken, Alexander said somberly,
*If you believe so firmly in this God and his laws, why do 
you not turn to him instead of to me?" Then the eldest of 
the Jeim, while the epeetators stood pale with horror, spat 
upon the footstool before the throne, rent his garments, and 
eursed Alexander and Alexander* s raoe. He was thrown to the 
lions, and his companions were imprisoned in iron eages, where 
they crouched night end day in prayer, with their faces turned 
toward Jerusalem. On the next Sabbath, all the Hebrews re­
fused to take up their work.
The overseers struck them with their heavy whips, loosed 
the wild Baetrian dags against them, and called in the Lydian 
mercenaries to attack them with lowered spears. The Hebrews 
allowed themselves to be whipped and bitten and stabbed, and 
no cry came from their huddled ranks. Alexander came. % e n  
he saw among the soldiers his half-brother Arrhidaos, the sha­
dow man— Alexander * s shadow and caricature— who was there to 
steel himself for great deeds by the sight of blood, Alexander
turned deadly pale and gave a hasty order to end the massacre 
and grant the Sebrewe their holiday*^
Again, this time in a Galicien Tillage during the ear:
Seven persons had been smmmrlly condemned to be shot as spies, 
three Jews, a seventeen year old Polish girl, a boy of twelve 
and an old mem of seventy-six, and the gigantic ringleader, 
who was in all likelihood the only one at all guilty♦ All 
but Katinka and giant begged for mercy on their knees, and 
of them the Jews groveled most htmbly. But when the captain, 
wary of the noise, abruptly ordered the prisoners to be ta­
ken away, it was a Jew with a red beard and face as white as 
cheese, the one whose despair had made him most abject, ifeo 
stretched out his arms and uttered an appalling old testa­
ment curse.
Acceptance of the inevitable, a resignation that is not 
without its reserve of pride and of oontecpt for the infllo-
tor of injustice, is the keynote in the attitude of the Jews 
involved in the "Elasser affair”#®^ Hasser is a Jewish pedd­
ler, fairly goodnature, humble in manner, careful of his mo­
ney. When the brutal butcher callously refused to pay him,
65. À̂leaîanéer in Bat>yion̂ . in flistoriscHe Érzahlungen* (Berlin, 
1924) pp.141 - 144
64. "Jost in Der Bnbekannte Oast. (Berlin, 1923), p. 298
65, Goldstein, op. c'it". n.
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Elasser* although ha Is terrified by bodily mlatreatmant* 
threateiux # e  m a  with the law* He has, la the beginalag a 
rather pathetic belief la le^l jaatlce; when he asks young 
Arnold Ansorg© to be a witness against the butcher, there is 
in hla manner, in spit© of its servile friendliaess, an assump­
tion that Arnold cannot refuse. But the belief and the assimp- 
tion prove untenable, llasser^s daughter Jutta, a child not 
quite fourteen, ("mit ihren etwas sehwërmerlsehen Augen schien 
sie wle ermldet von den hasten der Generationen"), disappears 
from her heme. After a day and a nl#it of frantic search, 
her father discovers that she has been taken to a nearby con­
vent, literally stolen. Quite in vain, Elasser Invokes the 
law. He follows Jutta from convent to convent, always too 
late, never allowed to see her; he appeals to the police, to 
the minister of Justice, and at last to the ei#eror himself,
He is himble, he begs for Justice in person and in writing, 
he accepts promises of help, and waits patiently. When the 
affair is brought up in the parlmaent, the speaker is greeted 
by hisses and cries against the Jews and silenced by laught^; 
nothing is done; probably nothing will ever be done about It* 
Arnold Ansorg© ( the forerunner of Stzel Andergast in Der Fall
66. Per Moloch. (Berlin. 1961). p. ̂ 0
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Mattrlziiis). filled by a desire to see juetloe done, champions 
Elasser* a eanse* He sees the whole family praying by eandle- 
light, and is moved to indignation by their Inactivity and 
resignation. His outburst is answered by a venerable old man: 
”ls 1st in der Schrlft geeohrleben . . .  man soil das Onrecht 
sioh ergiessen lassen gang . . . .  Die felt 1st nicht jddlsch, 
Herr. M s  Secht 1st ttfe? sie und nicht ftSr ims." And Elasser, 
having given up all hope of saving his child and returned to 
his home and his bneinees, comforts Arnold: ee laset eloh
leben. Ban muss sich eben dazu halten. Mit der Peltsohe muss 
man’s trelben,”®'®
All these are Jews who have no thought of being anything 
but quite simply Jews. Therein lies their strength and their 
weakness; the weakness itself is only the negation of strength, 
and therefore a diimlehing quantity ae strength approa<dies its 
fulfillment.
But Imagine that throughout the generations nature has 
been at work selecting, purifying, intensifying; that little 
by little acceptance of injustice and pain for the race has 
been ennobled and widened into an understanding of the pain of
all races; that the strength that comes from a consciousness
67. Der Moloch, p.'^§
68. Ibid.. p. 272
Of race has overflowed into a oonsclousness of hmmnlty, loa** 
glae, that Is, an individual so rare that these are his oapa* 
elties*-— the result, poetically oonoieved, Is Ruth Hoffmann, 
the little figure la a shabby flannel dress and soiled, worn 
shoes, with thl<dc hair that curls at the ends, and large grey
69eyes in a clear pale face flooded with an alien spiritual life
.’»lhat seemed mysterious to ell others revealed itself as
simple and necessary to her* It m s  never the rare and the
beautiful that astonished her In life, It was always the com-
70imon and the mean"* "In her there was a pure element that 
was frank and enthusiastic, that loved and vibrated with # e  
souls of others. Her Instincts had freedom and sureness, and 
her whole inner life radiated an irresistible Intensity. The
very stones gave up their souls to her. She was the seeing 
friend of inanimate things. She forgot neither words nor Im­
ages, and her impatience to communicate what she felt and the 
courage she had to acknowledge and follow her own heart sur­
rounded her with an atmosphere as definite as the strong, 
sanative fragrance of plants in spring. Life and its law 
seemed simple to her. The stars ruled one's fate; that fate 
expressed itself through the passions of our blood; the mind
69., ThO lorld's Illusion. II, p. 84
70.n Ibid.. II. p. 145
/
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71formed, illomlBatea, oleaaaed the prooesa." "Szteroal things 
did not suffice her. She sought the establishment of human
egrelations and the gift of confidence." There Is no hatred la 
Ruth*s heart, of anything at all.
Ruth Is not more than sixteen years old, but she ha* many 
responsibilities. When she *as seven she nursed her mother 
through a last Illness. She has kept house ever since for her 
father and her younger brother; she studies to prepare herself 
for a degree, gives private lessons to help In her father's 
struggle against poverty, reads to a blind girl, makes many 
visits to the poor people In the neighborhood and many others 
to the rich to get help for the poor— all without any sense 
of effort, with a calm, clear joy* Bar father Is a man like 
Elkan Qeyer, like Wassermann's own father. He Is a merchant 
who has failed, left home to begin again, lost his savings to 
a swindler. Se has seen his wife and his youngest child die 
as the result of hardship. He meets failure with Indomitable 
toll, with an industry that is tireless, patient, and mag­
nificent. At last, however, the feeling of guilt toward his 
children in his failure drives him away from them* Afraid 
of becoming another burden on Ruth's shoulders, David Hoffmann
fï. ï ï . " p  ̂  ̂ ^
Ibid.. II, p. 149
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goes off to Amwloe to try begiimlng again once more, id.th­
ou t hope, and yet hopeful—
Ruth l8 left alone vlth her brother* strong in her Inno- 
oenoe a ^  purity of heart, and th* tragedy of that innooence 
and str^xgth marks Itself out. Caspar Hauwr the foundling 
was killed by the world^s stubborn or Indifferent refusal to 
understand the childlikeness of hla heart or believe in It; 
Ruth la destroyed by brute force; or racier, she is destroyed 
by a reppesentatlye of brutalized humanity, one who lives In 
filth and darkness at the bottom of a pit, and can hardly be 
blamed for wonting to put out a light that makes his filth 
show more loathsome and his dai±ness darker.
The man Niels Heinrich Sngelschall* dissipated, ruthless, 
Intelllgeat, has seen Ruth and desired her. By means of a 
letter that seems to cc»% from someone in need of help, he 
gets Ruth to go away with his messenger and the horrible 
naked butcher*^s dog; Ru%.*^s mutilated body Is found many 
days later. In a dark cellar, alone d th Niels Heinrich, she 
has fought In vain for her life end innocence against his will 
to destroy* Yet he grants her a few minutes alone, and ^le 
tries to save herself-— and him frcm slnl -— by opening the 
veins of her wrists. The reader sees the scene of Ruth's 
^ath through Niels Heinrich's eyes, as he confesses to Ghrls- 
tlan %ahnachaffe. There Is a compulsion up<m Niels Heinrich
**50*
to seize little Ruth, and kill her, the ooapulsioa of guilt 
toward innocence, of good toward evil, of force toward spirit. 
Force must seek to destroy spirit; it would not otherwise be 
force*
Niels Heinrich has destroyed ”a being so precious, so
irreplaceable, that centuries, perhaps many centuries, will
««%pass till one can arise comparable to it or like it," Many 
centuries of conflict between the spirit and the body were 
mcessary to bring forth such a being. Ruth descends from 
Oedalja; she is Agathon* a little sister; she is the descen­
dent of the Jew that cursed Alexander and of those who pray­
ed with their faces toward Jerusalem, llkan Gayer*a despair, 
llasser*s bitter resignation, David Hoffmann* s deceptive hope, 
are necessary steps, perhaps, in the process of changing 
hatred to love.
it. l^e Worid^s Illusion. II, p,' #4.'
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IV. Frleârteîi Benda.
jene Zelt start der Oberofflalal Beaker . . .  
and als nene Mietspartel zog Doktor Bente mit seiner 
Mutter Ins Haus,
OaroTlua eraahlte das ErelgnlB am StaBmttsch, 
und mm. konnte Ihm dort Veraehledenea uTaer âas Leben 
Bandas berlehtmi. Es word® gesagt, dass die Famille 
frSher reloh gewesen, dieses Relehtums la Jahr des 
gpossea Kraehs verlnsttg gegaagen imd nim auf eine 
a&ssige Wohlhabenhelt besehrankt war. Bendas Vater 
baba aieh damais ersehossen, wurde gesagt, and seine 
Mutter babe Ihn nacb den Hocbschnlen begleltet, an 
denen er studlert. Der fiskalrat K o m  well te gehbrt 
baben, dass er trots seiner Jugend scbon bedeutende 
wlssensobaftllehe Arbeiten auf blologisehem Gebiet 
geliefert, dass ihn dies aber nlcht ans Ziel gefuhrt 
habe.
An welehes Ziel? Wurde gefragt. Mun, er habe nach 
der Professur gestrebt, und dem sel son eatgegengetreten. 
Warm denn entgegengetreten? Hun, man werde dooh nicht ohne welters elnem J'mden das Eehraat an elner Bniwersit&t 
ubertragen, das Tersteh© sieh doeh Ton selbst. Das Tsr- 
stehe sieh aller dings Ton selbst, mainte Herr GaroTius, 
obsehon dieser Banda durchans nicht wie ein Jude ams- 
sehe, ©her wie ein Hollander, ein zlemlieh fetter HolBàn- 
der. Er sei zwar nicht ganz blond, aber eueh nicht ganz 
schwarz, und seine Nase set so gerade wie ein Lineal.
Eben, das sei ja der neue jddisehe Kniff, antwor- 
tete der Assessor und tat einen gewaltigen Sehluek ans 
seinem Masskrugj in alten Zeiten hatten sie den gelben 
Fleck getragen, hatten Geiemasen gehabt und Haare wie 
die Busohmdnner; haute sei kein Chri stenmensch slcher, 
dass er nicht dem einen oder dem aadern gelegentlioh 
mal aufsltze. Dem wurde zugesttimt."?^
The attitude so glibly and so casually expressed by Herr 
CaroTius and the Herr Assessor is the attitude, howoTer it may
%8 '(f&nsemânnohen. p. 91-^2
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be expressed, tbat serves to oonfuse some of the main issues 
of life for those Jews who, like Frledrleh Benda, have sent 
roots into the soil of an adopted oountry, founded themselves 
upon its national life, and let their ambitions breathe In 
the atmosphere of its oulture. Ihelrs is not the direct 
road described in the preceding chapter, the road from the 
old testament to the new; nor is it, oa the other hand, a 
path that WEtnders away from its starting point into a wilder- 
ness of lost souls, Benda is neither "der Jude ole Buropker" 
nor quite "der Jude ols Orientale", Se is one who has asked 
himself the questicm: Why can I not be a Jew and a German,
too? Benda suffers, and is too proud to keep on k%k)cking at 
a gate that is closed in his face, a gate "das or zuletzt 
selbat zugesperrt und verbarrikadiert hatte."^^ He is too 
proud, besides, to escape from his problem by committing him­
self to membership in formal associations of others like htm- 
aelf. To him such unions are unfruitful, their activities 
no more than empty phrases, noisy slogans to drown out the 
silewe of emptiness. In voluntary loneliness, he clii%s 
stuM>omly to the explanation that his own case is an excep-
tlon. _____ ________
(#n8mmEnnGSenpT ’"ëtë '
Benda* 8 tragedy la the reeult oT emetloial imoertalnty*
He feels that he le being denied his rights as a eetentlet
and as a hniaan being* but he feels* too* that this Is beeanse*
"vmrpfliohtet der Not %md dem Gltok des Tolkes* Eerz an Hers
gesehlossen an Unre Beaten and gelstlg geformt dnroh Ihre
76Spraohe* Ihre Ideen und Ideals" though he knows hlauaslf to 
be, he cannot count as a Gensm* But he adEolts that he Is a 
Jw, and that as things etand It Is only as a member In full 
standing of a group that a man may o<me to the full ererclse 
of his rights as a human being*
In an essay written the same year that "Bas Q&nsemhnnchen" 
was published, Wassermann analyzes the feeling nationality. 
Its foundations are history, and by history he means seme thing 
or^nlc a M  living in the national eonsoloumess, not events 
only but the results of events as well; tradition, that Is 
convention, the unwritten laws that regulate the details of
human intercourse and must be kept from petrifying by the fune-
77tlonlng of human love; landscape; and language* "#ss wlr 
Tolk nennen, 1st nlohts Grelfbores, 1st nlcht der und der und 
die und die und nlcht die Summe von Ihnen, nlcht ad<^erte 
TauseMe oder ungez&hlte Mllllonen; as 1st ein Wesen, ein
76. ]%ld*. pp. 7 M 077. ""fragment uber das Nationalgefdhl", in Lebensdlenst 
(I6i%ig,' p p . i ^ i S T ' '  -------------------
gatstiges Wesen *riele Jahrhimderte ait and dooh wleder ganz 
jnng; vorhanden and auoh wleder nloht vorhanden, so, wl© die 
8@el@ d©L 1st and anoh nldit da 1st, limer fern and Immar 
nah, melner Bemhrang nloht errelohbeur, und dooh auf allen 
Welten mioh umgebend, real und Imaginer zugleloh,**^ Can a 
Garman or a Jew, or a paoeon of any other nationality, poasmas 
two Slatorlea, two Tradltlona, two Landsoapea, two Langwgee? 
There le more than on© anawer. One may eay, for erample: If
I am a human being first, and a member of whatever nation I 
may have happened to be b o m  into In the second place, the 
number of any of these things I may possees Is limited only 
by the quality of my imagination. At the other eitreme, one may 
anawer determinedly: No; it Is imposelble. But to return to
Benda In particular, Benda says In effect: You and I, even
if we are Geiman and Jew, have the sama language, the same 
landscape, and I have made your tradition my own. The history? 
Well— Bwda does not quite know what to do with the history; 
he cannot himself ignore It, yet he would like to have It, some­
how, Ignored, cancelled,
Benda is reserved, serious, calm, considerate of others;
ïbid.T3% M o
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n&r&r does be allow personal antipathy to affect his conduct.
He has a seeing eye, and an ear that hears, for whatever may 
be Inarticulate and blinrred In another man*8 heart, 2ven after 
he has failed in a final attempt to pursue hie chosen career 
In OeiMnany, he holds no one responsible* Is angry with no one; 
he only mourns over the fact that men ore what they are. It 
has become his fate to shrink In pain from the touch of the 
world.
Defeated* Benda leaves Geinnany for Bnglemd* goes from 
there with a scientific expedition to the Congo, and is lost 
in the Interior of Africa* After many 5K)nths he is rescued 
and brou^^t to Europe to be honored as a hero and pioneer.
Sis physical health Is ruined* but he has gained a new spiri­
tual health. The expression of his face Is changed; he has 
the calm, farseelng glance of the hunter and the farmer* of 
one aoouatomed to measure life on the gigantic scale of the 
natural world. Distance, literal «md figurative, has given 
him a clearer perspective. "Ich habe Oeutachland als Gestalt 
begrlffen*, he says, **als Gob lid lleben gelernt. Die wirk- 
llche grosse Batur 1st mlr Erfahrung geworden e • e
All© menschllche Organization hat si eh mlr dagegen mehr 
und mehr zur Idee entwlckelt . . . .  Ich hab die Schalen 
mit den Gewlchten zweler Welten schwanken eehen . . . .
.̂66-
Da lidi ^ st dam Gmmmtz bmgrlffem» dam Pamlllem,
7%lker Staataa zamammenlialt . # . . Da hab Imh 
alle Reballion ab^Mhmoraa und nur mltznwlrken 
besohloamen . , . Warn lab in der mahmarmi Sehule 
Tlelap Jahirm galamt babe, let Gednld. Em g@6t 
allM 80 mehr, mehr langmam* Die Menmo&helt let 
nc*h eta Kind, und mlr Teriangen mohon Gweehtlg- 
kelt ?on Ihr. Gweohtl#38lt$ Wie #elt let ea 
nooh bim dahla. So #elt *le vtm Hrmalt %@a Ck&rten.
Wlr m&amen Oeduld &ben fur vlele Genaratlonen, die 
naoh unm koamien."?^
Yet it la Impommible not to feel that Bandage treaty of
peaee with the world and with himmelf Im more an Int lleetnal
formnlatlon than a final and eatiafaotoiy myntheml# of thou^t 
and feeling. An indleatlon of thim: S$e friend Daniel Hothaft,
the compoeer, ham seen him life* a work, the maslo for mhloh 
he ham saerif ioed almomt erarythlng that warn giren to him of 
human lore, destroyed in an Inoendlary fire* Daniel, aeoept* 
ting the oonsummation as just, ireparee to work out for him­
self a new aalratlon* At first B^ida cannot grasp the fact 
that Daniel le etill able to work, that he can contemplate 
beginning again from the very beginning. When at last he 
does underetand, he is humbled, "er fShlte mich eo gerlng; er 
fuhlte mich so sonderbar gering»"
With no more than a slight shift of emplKiels, Benda's
hlgualnded and sens it ire type appears in oarlcature. Sis
80. Ibid.. P, ÔQÎ2
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loyalty to the oivHization of his Gemmm fatherland heeoaes 
slavish Imitation, hie admiration and his desire to serve,
oovetousness•
%ere is, for ezample, Isidor Rosenan, dressed aceord-
ing to his osn rather hl^hly-eolored pieture of the latest
fashion, posing as a dignified man of the world, fond of
playing the atheist, ahallo# and hardhwrted, Els ambition
Is to be an Imitation Christian, and the effort he makes costs
61him nothli% in the way of inner oonfliet.
There Is Slnzenheim, retired merchant, who puts into - 
practice his own odd solution. For sir months he lies hidden 
from sight in abject poverty; he emerges, dressed like a noble- 
man, and with the money ha has saved cuts a figure in h l ^  
society f w  the rest of the year. Finding himself handicapped
by the circumstance of his Jewish birth, he allows an ancient
82and bigotted countess to convert him to Catholicism.
There is Pottgiesser, broker, newspaper owner, friend of 
the people, friend of the government, converted Christian, and 
above all millionaire. Concerning the llasser affair Pott­
giesser is indifferent and contemptuous; "Die Judea sollen
8Ï* %'e '%d^'lrcm'Yl^^ , pp. "ë¥." "ïë§". "
82. ÏÏ&T l$)13sne 'Splëgei [Berlin. 1919), p. 105
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83ihre Gea&h&fte solber atistragen,”
Thera is especially Warselmaim the alsleal critic, "das 
lüakechtlela"̂  atan&isg with Benda beelde Banl^ Nothaft* But 
lAere Benda eympethijees and sustains, Wurzelmann admires end 
betrays. He is servile and intrusive, "erfSilt von der Be- 
wunderuag des in Armut geborenen Judea fur den Genius der 
anderen Rasse"; "Der Neid 1st melne elnzlge Tugend," he says
84frankly of himself, "ich bin ein Gmiie des Neldes."
Is it the tragedy In the heart of the Jew %at nature
and man have united to drive him to a choice between extremes, 
envy and selfless love, a passion for acquisition and a passion 
for service?
83. Per Moloch, p. 158
84. Bas ü&ütaSannchen. pp. 106, 197, 183.
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MV. Johamm Sohoatag.
Gedal ja and Rath, Eltoan Q®y®r and Slassar, #te#er in 
boi)@fnln@*8 or in deapalr, aaek their life*a fulfillment in 
nnqneatlonlng aoceptanee of their Jewiahneas; Benda and Wur- 
zelmann yeam toeard the others, the Germane, But there are 
others, difflouLt to desoribe beaanee they are indifidnals 
standing alone, or fleeing from fate, or rushing voluntarily 
to destmetion, or sinking imdar a deadly waarinese, ihey 
are the fellows of Eduard Bieberdlng, without sup"-ort, with- 
out foundation* "Mlr ekelt bloss," says Stieve the journalist, 
"und auch das nloht lamer . * , . "SS
But it is above all the wcaaen who, if ever impulse or 
oonviotlon or the spirit of restlessness end protest leads 
them to step outside the traditions of their own people, are 
condemned to disaster. These young girls, "voll jener grund- 
losea Sohwermut, die nur dem Juden ©igen 1st", are doubly 
handicapped, doK&ly helpless, am Jews end as women.
Niaberding*s sister Comely has been #iut away from any­
thing like reality; all her normal emotional impulses have 
been paralyzed by acceptance of his philosophy of abnegation.
W I  Ale Geseïïiciite àer jinigen Éênate #uohs ISerlïn. i9âë }
p n s B ------------- -----------------86. Die Juden von Zimdorf. p. 128
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The result Is a saerat abmormal love for her half-brother.
She struggles against an ever-present sense of guilt* tortures 
her ora body in the effort to aohieve the frigid self-control 
which she has been tei^ht to consider the only real freedom. 
She has never known life* and comes to the conclusion that 
death Is the only solution. But when* meaning to act on the 
decision* she goes out alone Into the streets. In a state of 
mind that makes her really alone and Independent for the first 
time in her life, she begins to understand that her Isolation 
has not been wholly voluntary. She understands simultaneously 
the value of life, and the futility* fOr her, of trying to 
grasp at It* "Is sehlen Ihr als ruhte die lAgenlast von Jahr- 
hunderten auf ihr imd dr&eke ale nleder, ersticke jede Frei- 
heit, jeden Willen zur Frelheit.”®^ Yet, with a fatalistic 
sort of courage, she decides to go on living.
Gisa Schumann’s shwt life Is like that of a breathless, 
hunted animal. She is young and beautiful, restless, tender 
and passionate; her face is full of pulsing life and of pro­
found sadness. "Sie war gewlllt zu lelden* betrachtete s l^ 
als verurtellt zu l e l d e n . "88 g i a a  falls in love with a Chris-
87, ' J u & a  von Z'Irnàor̂ '''. " pp"
88. Gesclii'okte der'''lungen Henate Fuchs, p. 201
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tlan nobleman, and In her love there is something of the sM- 
den and destructive force of an event In nature. In despera­
tion she premises to marry another man; madness, or something
very like It, comes to her on her wedding day. She is, says
89GrUdstlkker, "als Jhdin zur Liebe verurtellt."
Sylvester vcm 2rat, from hla hotel room, aeea a young
Jewish girl in the window opposite. The window is her only
world, for her father allows her almost no human society.
"Sie 1st mehr als jung," Sylvester writes to his wife, "da-
bel 1st ste melanohollach wie all© Aufwachenden, Mit Ihren
achwarzen Judenaugen klagt ale mlr das Leiden von vlelen Ges-
ohlechtem, und ihre Geb&rden sind unbeholfen wie bel Gefan- 
90genen. , Her face has an expression of dreamy enthusi­
asm; her eyes the fire of a nun's. Sylvester persuades her 
to come to his room, and her father, finding her there, drags 
her away by the heir. She spends the rest of her life tak­
ing watches apart, like a child destroying its toys.
ill these are fleeting glimpses; Johanna Sch&ntag'a 
ugly, charming, clever, sensitive, tortured foundling's soul, 
with its yellow badge, lies naked before us. Cruelly, and 
beautifully, imadeus Voss says to her:
"The first time I saw you I thought at once of Jephtha'e
8§.   p.  ̂ ^
90. ï̂ïsf Mann von vlerzlg Jahren. in Die Lebensalter 
(Berlin, l9lo] p. 30§91. Ibid., 402-403
Ŝlighter, She was, you remembor, sacrlfioed by her fa- 
thar, heeimae she happened to be the first to weloome 
him on hie return home ; for he had made a vow, and his 
daï^ter eeme to meet him with eymbals and with daneiag. 
It is a profound notion--that notion of aaorifieiâg the 
first one who oomes to bid you weleome. And she must 
have been sweet and dainty— the daughter of Jephtha.
She is today— ezperieneed in dreams; rash #iere it is 
a matter of mere dreams; spoiled, Insapable of any deed, 
submerging all enthusiasm and initiative in an exquisite 
yearning. The long wealth gathered by her anoestors has 
made her faint-hearted. She loves music and all that 
flatters the senses— -delicate textures and beautiful 
woids. She loves also the things that arouse and sting, 
but they must neither burden mm  bind her. She loves 
the shiver of fear and small intoxications; she loves 
to be tempted, to challenge fate, to put her little 
hand into the tiger's cage. But everything within her 
is delicate and in transition toward something— blos­
soming or decay. She is sensitive, without resistance, 
weary, and so full of subtle knowledge and various grop­
ing that each desire in her negates another. Inbreeding 
has curdled her blood, and even when she laughs her face 
is touched with pain. And one day her father,Jeph^ka, 
Judge in Israel, returns home and sacrifices her."92
Johanna is tom between weakness of will and fineness of 
temper; she is inwardly consumed by a passion of curiosity, 
intellectual and emotional, tortured becauBe she is afraid 
wholly to satisfy it. Her whole heart is given over to her 
ideal of spiritual distinction; yet her overt acts are de­
facements of the ideal in herself. She is thoroi%hly, fatally 
self conscious, She obeys the simplest and most spontaneous 
Impulse in her life when she gives herself to Christian Wahn- 
schaffe; she obeys her terrible, subtle, self-destructive
92. ' fee World's 'filusion. p.'
esrloslty wîiea mhe sarreaâers to Christisa’s other soif—
ae Arrhldaos le Aiaadeae Voee. "At last she had
the valid proof of her feehleaees of soul, ^he needed no
Icmger to fear an inner voice that would defend her^ nor any
hope that might counsel her to guard herself* . , she was
shamed. She would have liked to lie down very gently and
wait for death."^ "She was so very tired, and disgust of
94life filled her to the brim , , , , "
Johanna kwws that her punishment and her destruction 
are complete chan she realizes that she has come to love 
jüsadeiw Voss, with an u ^ y  sort of love that Is based on 
the desperate need for soma sort of huomn being to use as 
a protection against loneliness# It can hardly be accident 
that brings together these two* for Voss is the most tho]># 
o u ^  eiample of what Wassermann calls "Der Ji^enohrlst".
Their spirits are kindred spirits, their fates kindred fates. 
Wassermaim defines the type as "der Deutsche von zwelfelloser 
Reinhelt der Abstsaamung* der aber vermOge elner merkwdrdigen 
Chemie das Schlcksals oder d w  Eléments unverkennbare jddische 
Elgenschaften besltzt, jhdisbhe Glut, jddlsche Verschlagen"* 
halt, jddlsohe labllitët, jadlache Augenblloidiaftigkeit."^G
9&. n. 6o6
94. TSn. p. 527
95. Mein ""leg als Deutseher und Jude, p. 91
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Od&ly the Jm&wohrlet appears always as the sha­
dow, the other self,̂  of some ooatrastlag figure: Arrhldaos of 
Alexander; the teaoher and journalist Maxim Speoht of Arnold 
Anaorge; Oudstlkker# in a more rmaote and oœaÿLex fashion, of 
Agathon; Amadeus Voss of Christian Wahnschaffe# Waremme la 
both, shadow and substazkoe of hlmaelf, Judenohrist and J##, 
self determining even when he moves toward annihilation, let 
the ahsdo#-me& reach aero as the s^taphorleal ehasm and change 
the lives of their stronger brothws; Arrhld&os helps to teach 
Alexander the meaning of death; Gudstlkker teaches Agathon the 
power of lies and of evil; Amadeus shows Christian EKxmethlng 
of the world'a suffering and Its guilt, and Amadeusfutile 
passion for the good becomes noble action ehen It has passed 
Into Christian's heart.
Agathon s m m  up Qudstlhker*s life: "Er war ein Wahrhelts- 
eager der stets log. Br tat wie ein Prophet, und doch glng er 
nur auf Abenteuer los." Gudstlkker has his one mimsnt of 
salf-reallzatlon lAen he finds the farewell message that Renats 
wrote In the sand, "Ich habe dlch durchstAaut."^ But Amadeus 
Voss* life Is one long torture of understanding himself.
#6." ' l(er "Valï *&w lm lua' passim.' ' ̂ o'r the oharaoteics
belomii^' to ' tEls type, see' î̂ ïnau' "on. p. l06
97. #e%hl<mte Reimte''Wuohs. p '#74
98. Ibid.. n. ^
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B» koowB himeelf ; ha takes a eombaar aaaetle pl%8ure lu
TlYlseûtlng his own heart:
*No peeea Is left la me. From sa Invisible woimd lu tha 
serl&'s body the blood keeps flowing;. I cry ont for e 
vessel %» reeelve it, but no one brings me s W k  a vessel. 
Or ere the sleknese end the wound within myself? Is there 
^ eh a Ihlng as the yearning of the shadow for Its body?
Is It oonoelvable that the unimaginable has oome to pass 
and yet that be who yearned and sobbed and struggled and 
prayed A%r it to some to pams eamnot reeo^lze It now? 
There la some strange fatality In It all,"^
Christian Wahnsohaffe is ^madens* unimaginable belng,̂  so 
real that he bee^oes an aotlve force for good, but Amadeus 
cannot, or will not, accept his miracle, and cries out In pro­
test and pain:
*But love surrounded him and hate surrounded s». %hen- 
evWr he appeared love burst Into bloom; whatever I 
touohed t u m ^  upon me In hatred# light and beauty and 
open hearts were about him; blackness and humHatlon 
and bloc%»d paths were my portion. All my good spirits 
guarded hlm^ I was fighting Satan and out of my dark­
ness crying to God, «Ao cast me off. Ay, cast me off 
and rejected me, and set a mark of shams upon me, and 
pursued me ever more cruelly as my self'^iumllatlon 
dee;N*ned and my penitence grew tenser and my roots 
emerged more energatloally from the earth. Then It 
to pass that he recognized a brother in me. We 
passed an unforgettable night, and unfwgettable words 
were exchanged between us. But love refined about him 
and about me hate. He took my flsme from me, end car­
ried It to and love was about him, and abxmt me 
was hate. He made a beggar of me, and gave ma hundreds 
of thousEmds; and love was about him, and about me was
# e  iorlds ïlïusion. n. 6 5. Vol. ÏÏ.
hate. "^00
is they who take the last step who are the shosea— *- 
Those like myself stop at the step before the last, and 
that la our pergatory. Perhaps Judas Isearlot could have 
done what the Master did, but the Master preceded him, 
and that doomed him to crime. He was alone* That is the 
solution of his mystery: he was alone."loi
100. W e  World* 8 Illusion. p7 186
101. Ibid. p. i§l
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71. Agathon and Waremme
”Mleht Im flrklichen und Oralfbaren apielt sieh 
das entseheldende Leben des Menaehen ab. Des Tiefate, eoran der Sterbliebe sein© Seele bindet 1st Raneb,
1st Tram. So warden Gl&ek und Dnglhek zn blossea 
Kamen."^^
Die Juden won Zimdorf was published In 1897, In 1928
Der Fall Maurizius. Twenty-one years apart between them
Wassermim*s created world, a panorama of epic length end 
breadth— stand two unforgettable Jewish figures, Agathon 
Geyer and Gregor Waremme. It Is impossible to cohere the 
two without a feeling of sadness, for Agathon is "the Good", 
and Waremme— -Waremme Is Lucifer. Yet the hand of their 
creator has worked at them both with the same touch of warm 
personal lore; whatever else he may be, and his character is 
kaleldoecoplc, Waremme is proof of Wassermann's flawless ar­
tistic Integrity, the Integrity that compels its possessor 
to balance the ideal personified with the person mde idea. 
Is Agathon lifting the curtain— enter, among a crowd, Ahas­
vérus— -and Waremme letting it fall? Agathon is dead; and 
Waremme is preparing W  vanish "gen Oaten."103 Both started 
with their faces turned toward a westward future; did they 
meet? Is Waremme a changeling Agathon?
102, "Die Schwestem," in Historlsohe Erzahlungen. p. 253.
103. Der Pall Maurizlus. p. 529,
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Agethon is yo%ng, strong, beautlfnl, mthless, tender.
He is a prophet who refuses to prophesy; he is full of the 
will to do, to be. In the fast of the suffering and degrada­
tion he sees about him, the question: Jew or Gentile? be-
eomes insIgnlfleant to him. He sees the Jewish religion as
a dead thing, Christianity as a ghost. The old, whatever has
provided the material for chains and walls, must be destroyed
before humanity can find itself again:
"Den Mensehen den Eimmel nehmen und ihnen die 
geben, Jeanette, das 1st as, was ich will. Freillch viele haben schon die Brde, aber nur die Erde ohne 
den Himmel, verstehst du? Sie mussen die reine Erde haben ohne ireuz, ohne Abfall, ohne Verzlcht, ohne 
Abreehnung mit einem Droben. Sie haben bless Cen- usse und Setoerzen. Aber es 1st wie mit dem Vogel in Eaflg. Er hat kelne freude, much belm sehbnsten 
Fatter nicht, und wenn es der bequemste, vergoldet- ste, mildeste Klfig von der felt 1st. So 1st der Himmel ein E&fig fur die Mensohheit geworden. Und so lange schon, dass sie gar nicht mehr das Gitter gewahren und meinen, sie kRnnten fliegen. Aber so 
lange ein einzlges Gebet auf der Welt 1st, kbnnen sie nicht fliegen. let will die Stabe zerbrechen, Jeanette, oder nur einen, ein anderer naoh mlr zer- brioht vlelleieht mehr, End wenn auch das Dach heruntersturzen und viele zermalmen wird, das schadet nlohts. Nur die Grossen, die Dhterdr%oker warden zermalmt, Samson der T%ter und die Phlllster warden 
zermalmt, aber die Gefangenen warden frei und warden ein neues Gesohleot grunden. Freude wird sein.*
Sein blelches Gesohioht splegelte sich strahlend 
in den Bewegungen der Seele. Jeanette sah ihn an und vergass seine Jugend, wie elle die mit ihm 
sprachen. Ein relner Strom umfloss sie, der Strom 
reiner Gef%hle. ’End was willst du tun fur dlese Idee?* fragte sie n&hsam iSchelnd. *Sterben natûr- 
lich, wie alls dlese Schwarmer,**Sterben? Nein, lebenî *1Ô4
104.' Die j'uden ' von' Zl'indorf, ' p. 251.
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But Agathon dies because his heart has been worn out by 
glTlng Itself. His coming together with Renate Fuchs, just 
before his death, is fulfillment of his youthful hope for a 
new generation, life that is joyfully and innocently in ac­
cord with nature. Els last words to Renate are like a creed 
bom of the synthesis of hope end abandonment of hope: .
* wenn es ein Knabe wird . . .  erzieh ihn rein, irzleh ihn 
fem won Mensehen . . ^«105
To a friend, Agathon aims up of his life and its meaning
"Fi%he, wlel mu frOhe, brach ich Prdchte worn Erkenntnlsbaum. Ich entëusserte mioh elles Glaubens und sah in der entgôtterten Welt starke Mensehen sich nor Freude wenden. Siehts Bberkommenea hielt mich auf, und das Ziel der endgOltigen Preiheit be- 
flttgelte melne ffdnsche. Was ich sah, schlen mir 
alt und brûchig, lastend und werderblich. Die Moral der Religionen und der Gesellschaft hatte mioh er- blttert und mum KBmpfer gemaoht. Durch Anderstun, durch Worte glaubte ich wirken mu kannen. Heute glaub ich as nicht mehr. Spater glaubte ich, die Zeit reifen lessen zu mdssen, aber die Zeit reift nur fttr den einen, der bereit ist. .Ich kann nicht won ïnttëusûhungen sprachen, denn ich bin mir der- selbe geblieben. . . .  Damais werliess ich die Eei- kat und begann cAt, zu warden. Ich sah mir alias Leben der Welt an, worn Kleinsten bis mum Grdssten, und sohwleg. Er wurde mir klar, dass as mein Beruf 
sei, zu schweigen. Ich stehe da und lebe. Ton al- lem, was ich fruher an Uber zeugungen und Whnschen erworben hatte, suchte ich mich zu befreien. Ich habe mioh befrelt. Niemals habe ich zu überreden gesucht Oder zu bekehren. Anh&nger zu haben lag nicht in meinem Willen. . . .  In aller Welt bin ich gewesen und habe gesehen. End allm&hllch kam ich hinter den Urgrund sines jWden Schlcksals.
166. Senate Fuchs, p. """380.
Allmahlloh kam ea so, dass der Vorûberelleade mlr 
nlohts %u Tersehwsigen hatte, denn sein gehwelgen, 
sein Ellen redete lent, . • und ieh merkte bald, daaa keln wahrhafter Menaoh sieh (der ^orte} be- dlenen kann, urn von seinem Innern Kunde zu geben.Alle Leidenden alnd stumm; sle alnd wie Terrlegelt.Und nun lAren Sle, Indem leh glng und bberall die atunmen Worte h&rte, legte ieh Ihnen kelnen Wert 
mehr bel, sondem bllekte auf die Dlnge die wie Im Grund des Waaaers ruhen. Ihid auf nnlAe Welae ba- gann leh nu lelde#. Jede Torhelt, jede tSagereeh- tigkelt, jede SohU&ehe, jedes Dhheli, jede Bedi%ek- %mg; jedes Leiden floss zu mlr ûber und ieh fOhlte 
mioh bald so roll daron, dass leh rermutete, die Zeit eel nahe. Denn das 1st mein Glaube gewerdwt; war sieh selbst erlôst durah Leiden und dureh Wis- aen, der erlBat alle Leldendwn, die nlemmla wlasen warden. Nl^ts geht rerloren In der Welt . . .Und da, wo leh bln, kmmai die Kinder zu mlr , . . elner komat zu mlr * * . und fragt, ob leh ihn llebe. Derln llegt das Erelgnie, in dleaer Prage llegt der ingRng elner Wandlung."*^^
It is oharaeterlatlo— -and tempting for the building up 
of analogies between tso groups that hare sometimes needed 
ehampioBS, Jews end wcœen— — that both Agathon and his great 
kinsman In spirit, Christian Wahnsehaff®, appear most immedi­
ately, most tangibly, as the saviours of women: Monika and
Renate FUoha and Karen Engelsohall. Christian Sussenguth, 
too, another "erlbserhafte Pigur, aus jhdlsohem Stamm gleioh 
Agathon, doeh mlnderen Grades, literarlsoh angekr&nkelt, 
speaks for his author: "ein Mann kann fallen, eine Frau
kann nleœals f a l l e n . S&ssenguth expresses also something 
like Christian’s Idea that all men are guilty of each other’s
1 0 6 Senate Fuchs," pp.107. Bing, on. cit.. p. 122.
108. Renate Fuchs, p. 19
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sins; he too sees a âuty in saying the imdLerstanaing word 
that redeems the sin,
Thezre Is one other Agathon-llke figure In Wassermann. 
Comperable to Serna Helmnt, ehose understanding of Agathon Is 
pwhaps the deepest and most Instlnetlve, a boyish figure 
stands beside Christian Wahnsohaffe, Rnth Hoffmann's erippled
brother Michael, "He was about fourteen, but his tense fea-
109turea and passionate eyes had a maturity beyond his years,"
In the beginning Mlebael suffers cruelly from his Jeelehness, 
and returns hatred for hatred, ^  la afraid of everything, 
even of tbs light. By a horrible chance he is present In the 
house i&en Ruth Is murdered, and hears her scream. Chris­
tian's influence brings him out of the resulting state of ut­
ter spiritual darkness; he wwshlps Christian as an ideal.
"Els consciousness of being a Jew and having been oast out 
had been transformed from pain and shame into wealth and pride 
throu^ the assurance of a certain service and a peculiar 
power,"110 He faces a jeering crowd to defend Christian's 
character; It is to Michael that Christian addresses his 
farewell letter— "Michael, rapt from the things about him, 
looked upward with visionary, gleaming eyes."^^
lOë. #wld'B Uluslon. p. $6110. Worïi^s Illusion. II, p. 356.111. ÏÏ. p. 46o.
.7^
Christian Wahnselmffe * s eanfession of faith shonlâ just­
ly he put beside Agathon*#. How little it matters that one 
is a German and the other a Jew:
"I wish to perform no works, to eeeomplish 
nothing good or useful or great. I want to sink, 
to steep, to hide, to bury myself In the life of man. I care nothing for myself, I would know noth­ing of myself. But I would know everything about 
human beings, for they you see,they ere the mysteiy- and terror, and all that torments and affrights and oauses suffering— To go to one, always to a single one, then to the next, and to the third, and to know and learn and reveal and take his suffering 
from him, as one takes out the vitals of a fowl. .* * But It is impossible to talk about it; It Is too terrible. The great thing is to guard against weariness of the heart. The heart must not grow weary— -that is the supreme matter,**3.12
Agathon Is a unique, a glowing personality; his power 
to love has the phenomenal quality of genius. Christian 
Walmsehaffe, twenty years later, is Intelle otually an average 
man, the mainspring of his oonduot is not prophetic inspira­
tion but a simple, matter-of-fact humanity.3-1̂  Waremme is 
again pure genius.
To set Waremme beside Agathon and Christian is, it must 
be confessed, to deal very venturesomely in antitheses, to 
identify similarity and contrast. But it is also, at least 
under Wassermann's own hand, to condition an electrical cur­
rent from pole to pole. Warreamae is the most fascinating, 
the most broadly and variegated human of all Wassermann's
112. On. cit.. II. p. 895.113, #assermann-8peyer, on. cit.. p. 136.
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eharaeters, the sort of eharaeter that Inspires eommwntators
to hyperbole* He is sailed *d©r dustre D e m o n , «Hoeh-
stapler and Genie zngleieh,"^^ "Hypertrophie des Negatiren,
the supreme example of "die nasagliohe Gefehrdung des Imtell-
ektnellem in unserer ©nropaisehen Zlrillmtlon, die zehnfeehe
Gefehrdung des intellektuellen Juden der dem Ghetto nieht
mehr, einem anderen eigenea, fest umrissenea Ealtarkreise
117noeh mleht angehort, * ", , . in %remme rest est wie gegea
M -1 1 Odie faade zweler Weltteile. ♦ ", , , er hat die alte
Welt mit der aeuea betrogea und sioh selher dazu, . ,
his fatality is "der Eainshase elderelUiger BlutbrMersehaft,
12Gdas Ressentiment unerwiderten Yerlsngens."
Btzel Andergast, aged sixteen, son of the prosecutor 
general, sets out to right the wrong of a miscarriage of jus­
tice In which his father was involved twenty years before.
The case is this; Leonhsrdt Karulzius, a young professor, 
was condemned to life Imprisonment for the murder of his wife, 
llli Maurizius* death was the result of the tragic interrela­
tionships of three people, Leonhart and the beautiful Anna 
Jahn, his sister-in-law; Leonhart and Warenae; and, strangest
1Ï4. Goldstein, on. cit.. n. 86^. 115* Ibid.* p. 288.Ud* ÏMi*. p* 289.117. Ibid.* p. 293.
118. Bing, on. cit.. p. 75.119* Ibid.. p. 244.120. Ibid.. p. 245.
of all, almost the relationship of the soroerer and his vie- 
tim, Weremme and Anna Jate. The question of young Maurizius ♦ 
guilt hinges on #aremme*s testimony; it was Varsmme*s oath 
that determined the verdlot. Maurizius* old father has newer 
stopped trying to have the ease reopened to establish his 
son* 8 innoeenee, and from him Etzel learns where Waresme Is 
to be found. Etzel runs away from home, trader an assumed 
name he tricks, cajoles, by sheer force of personality and 
will makes Warerme confess that the oath was false. In the 
meantime, Barr won Andergaat, shaken out of his cold compla­
cency by the boy's action, has visited Leonhart at the peni­
tentiary, and has learned from him that it was Anna Jahn who 
shot her sister. Afraid of the results of reopening the 
case, Andergaat obtains a pardon for Mauri zius. But Mauri zius 
can find no use for a life cut off from normal human associa­
tions by the stain on his name, and eomits suicide. Etzel, 
returning with the proof of Maurizius* innocence, feels that 
hie father has once more betrayed justice.
To old Peter Paul Maurizius, Waremme is quite simply the 
traitor, the enemy, an indescribable "fundertier" of a philos­
opher, man of the world with a shady reputation, politician, 
hypocrite. He can repeat unpleasant stories about Waremme*s 
mode of life, his debts, the suicide of his fiancee, "und 
wenn auoh zuletzt nichts gegen ihm worgelegen hatte, els
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dass er der Freund von dem M&rder Meurlzlue geweeen, das„ 121 genugte, demit war er erledlgt, das genügte. . .
To llli Maurizins, Waremme is the evil influence in her
husband’s life, an adventurer, a charlatan, an unaccountable
prophet of the Germanic mission in Europe, "Entweder ist es
wirklieh die Idee, die ihn zum Fanatiker maoht (falls er
einer ist), Oder Fanatiamia (falls er ihn hat) ist ein Bes-
tandteil seines Wesens, und treibt die Idee aus sich heraue,
M 1 PPwell die Zelt dafur reif let.*’"̂'̂'̂ EUl fears Waremme, and
hates him, until, on the occasion of a painful scene with 
her husband and her sister, Waremme takas her home and plays 
the consoler. Then llli, too, falls under the spell of his 
personality. "Sie hat das GefWil, ein grosser Artzt Oder ein 
herzenakundiger Priester habe sioh ihrer angemommen. Ihre 
Antipathie 1st verweht, sie kann selbst nichts sages, aber 
sie gibt sioh, still weinend, dem Zauber seiner Nahe him. Er 
ist so sanft, so g&tig, so weise, sein Auge umfasst ihr gein- 
zes llend, wie kann das sein, denkt sie, so ein Mann exist- 
iert und man glaubt ihn hassen zu sollen.”̂ ^®
Oberstaatsanwalt Andergaat, going over the records of 
the ease, and resurrecting its figures in his cool and aoou-
121. Der Fall Maurizius. p. 107.122. Ibid.. p. 175.125. IblT.. p. 186.
rate memory, sees Waremme plainly: "Die kAhne Stlm, der
sohr&g in Ranm finer te Bllck, der ausladende Renbtler Kiefer, 
allés von Brutalitit formlloh dnrebsehmolzen, der gross dl- 
menslonlerte Kopf mit den kmrzen Bëretenhaaren, die etwas 
fels te Gestalt. . . ,«124 ^ar^®® was "so saehlleh, so knhl, 
so nnohtem wie Wasser." The proseontor remembers an impulse 
of thankfulnese that it was not Waremme on the prisoner's 
bemoh; no oonrt in the world would have been equal to sueh a 
man. It might have led to interesting results If, during 
the trial, there had been a thorough Investigation of the 
character of Gregor Waremme; after all, the man did appear 
and disappear with quite too theatrical a suddenness.
Leonhart Maurizius deseribes his own bondage to the 
brilliant, demoniac Waremme; Warmme had taken complete pos­
session of him, body and soul, Waremme exercised upon every# 
Qm the fascinating power of a gigantic intellect, of a per­
sonality steeped In passionate interest for every detail of 
the universe of mind and sense. "ïïnfasslich war der Mensch, " 
says Maurizius, "Ich bln glelohzeltlg nberzeugt, dass er der 
Teufel war. Ja, schlechthin der Teufel.
Etzel finds a Georg Warsehauer living In a cheap board- 
Ing-house, giving private language lessons for a living, In
134. Per Fail Maurizlus. p. 205.
125. ikid.. p."204%126. Ibid.. p. 409.
a l©B©lia©ss so abysmal that the solitude of the eonviet 
Maurizlus Is a social life by oomparisoa. Warsehauer*© room 
Is a devastation of disorder and dirt; his person he keeps 
meticulously clean; every half hour he washes his fat white 
hands. His bookshelves are filled with volumes of Jewish 
history and religion* He has a passion for all sorts of 
gatherings of people, and calls it ^Anonyaithtsrausch, Ent- 
pers5hnll chungsglhck.
He is jovial, hypeeritieal, Pharisaical; he has moments 
of a horrid tenderness for Etzel; "Es ist Etzel zumute els 
ob ein Golem aus Lehm erwaehe und schnaufend urn sich grelfe, 
well sich ein Appétit nacb Mensehenfleisch in ihm msldet." 
Etzel, too, feels the drawlng*power of Waremme* s penetrating 
intellect, of his truly universal understanding of the human 
mind, his colossal knowledge, his vast,experience. And at 
last Waremme tells his own story:
He was the son of poor Jewish parents. As a boy he suf­
fered unbearably from shame at the moral cowardice of his 
own people; and, on the other hand, from the feeling of being 
shut out, of not belonging. "Denn ich knnnte nur sein," War- 
«me explains with an undertone of irony directed at himself 
for having desired so greatly, "demis wenlgstens, ich konnte
187.Perfall Maurizius, n.
188. tbld..
nur sein, wenn Ich die Welt hatte, die Tollat&ndlge F&lle der 
Aeit* « « •
Darum flllt der linwaad, don Sie wahrseheinlioh Im atillen berelts gemaoht haben, dass won alien dle- een GrBnden jeder elnzelne genûgt b&tte, ml eh mit 
denes meines Stammea solidarlsoh zu erkl&ren, . ♦
. in sieh znsamaea. lie gesagt, ieh liehte ale nieht.Da ieh ale nieht liehte, eatwand ieh mich der Zuge- h&rlgkeit. Sie konnten f%r das, was ieh entbehrte, keinen Ersatz beiten. Ieh war kein Eenegat, wenn ieh ale werlieas, ieh gehorehte meiner NoWendig- 
kÿit. . . .  Ich llebte aie nieht, daa 1st nur die 
mlfte der Wahrheit. Die ganze Wahrheit 1st, dass 
seine Liebe dr&ben war bel den andem. Kein ael- tener Fall: der ZuzAekgeatoaaene werliert seine
Seele an die, die ihn zuiückstossen* lin aehr j%- diaeher Fall. Was ihm werwehrt ist, das ist die 
Verheissœg des Juden, was er nieht hat, sein teuer- ater Beaitjp. lamer wieder das werlorene Paradiea.
Auch ein jndiaeher Fall. S&ndenfall . . . . . . .
Ieh llebte ihre Sprache, meinel so gut wie neine Augen mein aind . . . tiefer ala aie selber.eg lie- ben und weratand es beaaer ala aie . . .
After his mother died, Georg Warsehauer invented a leg­
end: that his mother was the daughter of a Christian, that
he waa himself illegitimate, wholly of Christian blood. Later 
he was adopted by a Catholic author named Warmmne, who con­
sidered him a genius, and was baptized into the church. He 
became a brilliant student at the universities, a great schol­
ar; his goal was creative politics. But Waremme could not 
escape the fate la his own breast: *Ich war ein Schauspieler,
ieh musste apielen, . . Jede ungewohnliche Geistea- und Char-
139,'''"'Ser'Fall Maurizius."'"'np."' ̂ 52-555.""' "   "
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alctef-lelstmg beruht auf elmer s^blimierten Terwandlimgskunst 
.  ̂ * dass leh bel alledea aoeh dafür zu sorgen hatte, meiae 
frShea Spuren zu veivleeheu, meluen ürspruag zu verzehleleru, 
das leh sozusagea lamer elaea dunklea metaphysisehea Rest Tea 
sehleehtem Qewlssea la mlr zu beseitigea hatte, der meiae 
relae meneohllehe Dhbefeageahelt mlr selbst zuletzt als das 
Produkt einer Anstreaguag, wena aieht elaer Qiml verd&ehtige; 
eummierea Sie das allés und leugnea Sie dana, dass es nlohts 
gerlageree war ale ela Taaz auf einer Turmepltze. . . ,#130
(Compare Waremme'a ”duaJclea metephyeleohen Rest voa 
sehleetem Gewissea" with a few words about Agathoa: "Ir e^-
famd elae ehrene Zusasmeagehorighelt ait aeiaem Volk, und 
doeh haeste er dies Volk. , .
Waremme»s real tragi® guilt is fundamentally that of 
wasting himself in eonfllet with what is less than himself.
He hates lecœhart Maurizlus because LeoaMrdt’s suoeess, 
shallow and deceptively brilliant though it is, effortless 
and undesezved, is the negation of his own. The werjr hypo­
thesis which establishes Leonhardt, the German, as a being 
for whom proof, eonolusion, fulfillment, are a mere working 
out of principles already given, destroys Waremme * s founda­
tions. Thus Leonhardt*a destruction becomes a vital necessi­
ty to Waremme. In the second place, Waremme, although he
130. Per Fall Maurizlus. p. 341.
131. I3Ïe Judea von zfrndorf. p. 215.
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can violate Anna Jato’s body and destroy her sonl, eaimot 
eompel her love, for in her he is eombatting all the trivial 
oonventionality, all the moral slavishness for which both 
Jews and Christians are responsible. Lastly, fareme’s am­
bition was an outward, surfaee eonquest of the world, «md am­
bition which constitutes in itself an inner betrayal of 
genius*
Having failed in %trope, %remie goes to America. "Der 
Jude 1st da, urn abzurechnen, Dazu hat ihn Gott bestimmt.
Warsehauer kontra Waremme, verstehsn Sie* Das HKben und Drû-
ben; seel Parteien. Europe und die Vergangenhelt, Amerika
1S2und die Zukunft; es wurde Immer mehr zmn Leitmotif*" In
America he finds a civilization completely material, a nega­
tion of the spiritual values of Europe, and a childlike grop­
ing toward a new value, a new simplicity in human relation­
ships. He associates with Jewish immigrants, stWies the old 
Jewish writings, and "unabwendbar vollzog sich die Wiederge- 
burt Georg Warschauers. . » Too late; George ffar-
schauer is too old; he comes back to Europe for no more than 
physical security. He has a daughter somewhere in Polish 
Upper Silesia whom he has not seen for twenty years; he may 
go to her, he may go on, farther toward the East. Justice?
1 5 2 "Maurizlus. '1»3. uT 375.
Justie® is a âslmsioa» a orueliy bllndiag idea. Bmmalty 
will have to get itself a new set of meaaurlng instruments,
a new seal® of weights, before it sen dream of Justice— -
*Der Eld . . .  ieh weise, leh welss . . . .  Der
lid war nichts welter als elne Sache der Saltnng 
and elne teehnlsehe Konseqoenz. Is 1st sehwer, 
ait einem gebroehen Rftckgrad Baltung zu behahren, aber item, as musste sein. Ich stand auf elaer 
Trmameretatte, war als letztes Opfer noeh zu fal­len hatte, dar&ber gab es keinen Zwelfel. Fhr mleh wenlgstens nieht. Ieh hatte nieht Menschen- wert gegen Mensehenwert abzuw&@@n, die frage hless: 
wo 1st In der vollat&ndlgen Flnstemis noeh ein Sehlnmer von Zukunft and was 1st dem Debacle mo (Azu ratten? Ewisshen mlr and dem Leonhardt Mauri zi­
us war ein Duell auszufechten, kein ritterliches allerdlngs, ein Schieksals Duell. Sshleksal wider 
Schicksftl. Wenn ich Sieger In dem Bwelkaaapf blleb, so war as Schlcksalsentseheldung. Wauben Sie 
nieht, dass man das mit dem starken Gewlssen allelne macht, as gehort aush das maglsehe Zelchen dazu, das man von den unsiehtbaren Gel stern empf%ngt.
Das Gewlssen alleln hlelte vellleioht nieht stand, der Buf bewlrkt es, ob er vom Rimmel odsr von der #11® kommt, welss nan nieht, w%hrend man gehoreht.Den sehwarzen Stem, den sleht man nieht. Sehuld .. . ja, #wls8 . . . .  Sehuld 1st ein unsrgrundlleh- ee Relatlvum, elne Zauberkugel, in der sich nur splegelt, war das ^Miseh-christllche Abrakadabra dabel aufsagt. Bent sleht as aus wie Sehuld. In manehen Stunden . . .  in menehen Haehtea . . . man wlrd sehwaeh mter dem weehsalnden Mond. Hhtt* ieh ein Reich gewonnen, das Reich von dleser Welt, wie as elmnal den Anseheln gehabt hat, dass es sein konnte, whre keine Sehuld an mlr, Sie wire ausge- gllehan. So hat man eben verspielt. Sollte as wirklieh Dlnge zwlsehen Elmmel und Erde geben, von denen sich unsere Sehulwelshelt nieht tr&umen lasst? 
Oder, urn das Wort zu erweitem, von denen sie sleh nur tr&umen lasst? In manehen Blehten . . .
Almost, Waremme the shadow has completed the cycle end 
iM."'t?e'r Pail kauri zius. pp. '587-528.
returned to M s  snbst@&e@. The final difference is the dif­
ference of a word: Agathon believes that a dream of humanity
freed from ®tiilt and Injustice and pain can sometime be real­
ized; Waremme wonders if it can only be dreamed. Perhaps the 
fact that the same imagination could look into the human 
heart and see, and create Warenme, that the same writer could 
also dream Agathon, is Wassermann*8 final involuntary answer 
to the "Jewish question." His ideal for the Jew is not sepa­
rate fr(m, not other than, his ideal for humanity. There is
a mystical unity in his work: the Jews, the seekers for jus­
tice, the stubborn hearts and those that are like sensitive 
lenses, are not separate entities, but phases, aspects, of 
the same hummn heart in its struggle against itself.
Yet the present writer has often been tempted to an im­
pression that Wassermaan*s characters are all Jews, not 
crudely, not obviously so, but only faintly colored by some 
subtle involuntary chemistry of the creative imaginatime. 
Perhaps they are. Is there any one of us who has not some­
times wandered hoimless end outcast? who has not stood before
a barrier, and yearned, with a final blending of hatred and
love in a longing that stretched his soul to the breaking- 
polnt, to be on the other side, with the others? who has not 
80^  secret ineluctable loyalty to a lost city of Zion and a 
temple laid waste? The figure of Ahasvérus (it must have
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been said many tlmea) is Jmst one symbol for the human heart, 
which has lost the secret of direct and unequivocal communi­
cation between man and man, and wanders from age to age, 
seeking, seeking—
Lowe is needed, Jakob fassermann says again and again, 
for what aeema ewll is the result of misunderstanding. Lowe 
is needed, not lore that desires to possess, or convert, or 
reform, but love that is satisfied to see and hear end touch 
and eommunieate.
VII. Smmmary and Conelnsloa
Wassermnn^s Jews insofar as "raw" Is for them a de­
termining factor in character and experience— -belong to the 
smbJectiTe side of the so-called Jewish question. They are 
confronted, as Jews, by a special necessity for adjustment. 
An individual, or whatever nationality he may be, must a- 
ehieve some working relationship to himself and to his envi- 
rwment. Parenthetically speaking, this necessity provides 
the raw material for all science, philosophy, and art. The 
special case of the Jew is this; that instead of finding 
himself accepted as a unit by similar units in an environ­
ment to which his relationship is in a sense already given, 
he is called upon to meet a demand that is made of him, not 
as an individiml, but as a member of an outside group. He 
must meet the demand as an Individual because his group has 
no recognized means of meeting it as a group. Society de­
mands something of the Jew; but neither he nor society can 
say exactly wMt that something is. Almost it appears to be 
a demand for stme one who is to function as permanently un- 
demandable, excluded.
Only one of Wassermann*s stories, his first novel, has 
Jewish history and Jewish character for its special theme. 
The prologue, Sebbatai Zewi. provides historical and psycho-
logieal baeiegrouadj it strikes two res ment ehords: the de­
sire of the Jew for freedom and peace, and his filial rela­
tionship to his adopted oonntry. Certain types or rather,
certain men and women as the hearers of typical traits of 
character— -are impresslcmistlcally sketched: the fanatic
and charlatan; the miser; the patriarch; the Indlvldnallst; 
the realist; the lover of Germany. In the novel proper, Die 
Jnden von Zlmdorf. the desire for safety and freedom is no 
longer literal hnt has become largely figurative ; Its impli­
cations have multiplied. The symptomatic nature of the Jew's 
amomaloes position is «gphaslzed; It is symptosmtlc, that Is, 
of a maladjustment that permeates all of human society, the 
actual solitude of the Individual, whether he attempts to 
rise above the need for hmman companionship or has an illu­
sion of it. The characters of the prologue have been indi­
vidualised; they have also been widened and deepened. They 
can be made to fall largely into general divisions; Jews who 
accept their Jewishness and their social status, and Jews 
who seek escape from both by an individualistic, introspec­
tive view of life. In neither case has a solution been 
reached, for the first group is merely maintaining the status 
quo, and the second has gone off at an angle from the direct 
line of progress— group to larger group to larger group.
But while in Sabbatai Zewi a Messianic hope is literally
ûestroyed. In Die Judea von Zimdorf it Is figonatively real- 
Ized. The seeonâ aessiaaie figure is Agathon Gayer. Aga- 
tbon'a desire is to free those who suffer* both from the ex­
tra-human solitude into which injustice and indifference 
have thrust them* and from their delusions of con^mnl omshlp.
In Wassermann^s subsequent work there are oosqparatiwely 
few Jewish characters who can be said to belong to the main 
story action# Of chief Importance from that standpoint are: 
Ruth Eofham(in Christian Wahnschaffe); Gregor Waremme - 
Georg Warsehauer (Per Fall Maruiziasl. Of somewhat less im­
portance are; Friedrich Benda (Das Qenseffl&nnchen) ; Johanna 
Sehontag {Christian Wahnschaffe): Samuel Elasser (Der Moloch). 
Ihese, and other minor and purely incidental characters—
(counting those most slightly developed* there are forty-two 
Jewish characters in fassermann*s twenty-four works of fic­
tion}-— with the Jews of Sabbatai Zewi and Die Juden von 
Zimdorf t can be very roughly classified: those who remain,
literally or figuratively or both, within the limits of their 
racial inheritance; those whose desire is to become Gersans 
or "German Jews"; those who seek escape by trying to divest 
themselves of all sense of solidarity.
In the first group Elasser* Slkan Gayer, Gedalja, are 
representative characters; Ruth Hoffmann Is a sublimatiw, a 
representative purified of conditioning characteristics. In
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the seecmd group, the eeleatlet Frledrleh Beuâa attempts 
typically to work in and through his German eavironœent. In 
the third group, Johmm* Sehontag llluetratea the deesneratlon 
of the IndlTldual who bases all protest on hie own needs.
Both Agathon and Waremme stand outside the foregoing at- 
tmspt at olasslfleatlon. Waremme belongs sueeesslwely to 
all three groiqm. He Is first a thoroughgoing asslmllatlon- 
1st, nei* an ertrmne Individualist, and lastly aeeka his 
foundations In national tradition. At the same time he is 
unique In that he never at any stage either makes Inner oon- 
eesslona to the environment or admits a finality in method 
of adjustment, Agsthxm belongs to all three slœüLtaneously; 
he Is am ldeallsatl<m of the distinguishing eharaeterlstles 
of each, and so obviously transoends the possibility of cut 
and dried classification.
In effect, the three kinds of Jewish figures can be un- 
derstood as parallel in significance to three phases of Jew­
ish spiritual history, and to three more or less incomplete 
answers to the question that confronts the Jew In his person­
al life, that of finding some unifying principle on which to 
base his existence as an active member of society. Agathon 
has found the fourth answer. He comes to understand that 
the problem is not only Jewish but universally human, that 
it cannot be answered finally for the Jew until it Is answered
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finally for the Jew until it is anaeered for all men. Ruth 
HofAmazm la deatroyed by a form of brute force ahioh la In 
its tnm the result of Injustice; Benda reaches a plane of 
detached and patient salting for justice; Johanna Sehontag, 
carried out of herself by Christian WalmaohEuPfe*a principle 
of devotion, recognises her own Imiedquacy. In the chELraoter 
of Agathon, Vaaaermann has ejq̂ reaaed uncondltlwally the 
Judaeo-Ghrlatlan Ideal of milversai justice and love, and 
has freed It from asceticism and other-eorldllneaa on the one 
hand, and from the sense of election on the other.
Whenever, then, Wasaermann has written about Jews, the 
picture— the figure, the fable— -has its specifically Jewish 
content, which Is «motional, and its universally philosophic 
application. In the last analysis, however, such an Inter­
pretation can but do violence to the intrinsic significance 
of a work of art* Wassermaim's Jews are not exclusively 
Jews— not laboratory experiments; they are first of all 
human beings. Almost every Jew has his Christian— *hls Ger­
man— counterpart , Christian Wahnschaffe, for example, Is a 
completer Agathon; Amadeus Yoss a more ecmplex Nleberdlng; 
Glrlke Voytlch the final working out of Enoch Pohl*s love of 
gold; Caspar Hauser completes Serna Helmut. Only one Jew, 
Waremme, Is the chief representative of his type of human 
being, and if Waremme stands as an accusation against Indl-
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vidvml rebellion and against repudiation of national "Zuge- 
horlgjkelt", he too comes to dream Agathon *s dream. If it is 
to be objected that Wassemann’s men and women are all Jews, 
then answer must be made that he has used his deep under­
standing of his own people as one uses an electric torch, a 
microscope, a telescope, and that he has used it with a proph­
et's bnmlng desire to make the world better. With that, 
has been said the most that can be said certainly of the sig­
nificance of the Jew In his work.
Wassermann's great themes are; the tyranny of things, 
justice, the sloth of the heart, love. The case of the Jew 
is simply a case of injustice, a case of the need— -on both 
sides— for more sympathy, greater will to understand, great­
er love.
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